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The APWA Reporter, the official magazine of 
the American Public Works Association, covers 
all facets of public works for APWA members 
including industry news, legislative actions, 
management issues and emerging technologies.
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hen discussing public 
works and sustainability, 
I’ve often heard it said that 
“sustainability is some-
thing public works has 

always done,” even if we didn’t always 
call it that, because it’s just common 
sense. Common sense to be stewards of 
resources like energy and water. Com-
mon sense to be responsible in the 
use of public dollars and to look at the 
lifecycle cost of our infrastructure so 
that what we build today not only lasts 
but is affordable to maintain into the 
future. Common sense to engage stake-
holders about how best to implement 
public works programs. Common 
sense to ensure that all citizens benefit 
equitably from public services.

Today, new trends and technolo-
gies, like those APWA is highlight-
ing through its Top 5 Tech, provide 
opportunities to rethink the things 
we’ve always done and the ways we’ve 
always done them. And they offer the 
potential to help us achieve, and even 
dramatically expand, the goals of a 
sustainable community.

Take one of APWA’s 2019 Top 5 Tech: 
Smart Cities. In addition to using sen-
sors and digital communications to 
gather data that can, when analyzed, 
improve the efficiency of city opera-
tions and services, smart cities encour-
age citizen engagement and expand 
opportunities and choice for residents 
and businesses in areas like energy and 
transportation.

Energy and Buildings
Building automation and smart meter-
ing are nothing new, but recent trends 
are enhancing the benefits of both and 
expansion of opportunities for local 
and renewable energy generation.

On the supply side, utility providers 
are using advanced metering (real-time 
monitoring of energy consumption) 
and digital communications tech-
nologies that detect and react to local 
changes in usage (the smart grid) to 
better manage electricity networks. 
On the demand side, building auto-
mation (the remote monitoring and 
control of buildings) is allowing users 
to better manage energy consumption, 
as well as maintenance and security, 
and these efforts are being magnified 
by the vast deployment of sensors and 
digital communications integrated 
into everything from lighting systems 
to appliances.

These trends and technologies, when 
combined with decreases in the cost of 
renewable energy and increases in bat-
tery storage capacity, have the poten-
tial to optimize and distribute power 
production and increase the reliability 
of our energy system.

Transportation and Mobility
Communities that support a com-
prehensive and information-enabled 
multi-modal transportation system, 
not just vehicles and public transit, but 
walking, cycling, scooters, shared rides 
and other means, could see vehicle 
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traffic reduced and air quality and pub-
lic health improved.

Connected vehicles, another APWA 
2019 Top 5 Tech, are particularly 
relevant when it comes to public 
transport systems. Providing real-time 
information about departures and 
arrivals, seamless travel using a single 
payment method, and integration 
with physical and digital infrastruc-
ture for “first and last mile” travel can 
make public transport systems a more 
reliable option for users.

Technologies that collect and share 
data, such as road-embedded sensors 
and traffic lights with cameras that 
monitor traffic flow and smart park-
ing systems that manage availability, 
implement demand-based pricing and 
ensure fines are collected, allow for the 
more efficient use of our rights-of-way 
and movement of people and goods. 
And the expansion of electric vehicle 
charging infrastructure will expand 
user options even further.

Open Data and Citizen 
Engagement
As cities become smarter and as more 
devices are connected to the internet, 
open data (publishing city data online) 
has the potential to engage citizens as 
well as the private sector in analyzing 
data and improving city services.

Predictive analytics can yield action-
able insights about traffic congestion 
or dangerous intersections. Data 
reflecting the speed and ridership 
volume of transit systems, as well as 
the accuracy of route schedules, can 
help city officials respond. Apps can 
help visually impaired residents more 
easily navigate their communities. And 
citizens can increasingly track things 
like air quality, noise levels and city 
response times using their own sensors 
or smartphones.

A great place to see how this is all 
playing out is the City of Chicago. The 
city’s open data portal (https://data.
cityofchicago.org/) is being enhanced 

by a project launched in 2016: The 
Array of Things (AoT) (https://array-
ofthings.github.io/). Described as “an 
urban sensing project,” it is a network 
of sensor boxes, 500 when fully imple-
mented, installed on light posts and 
buildings across Chicago. Each sensor 
box, consisting of protective shields 
with up to 15 sensors, a computer, two 
cameras, a microphone, and a cooling 
fan, will collect real-time data on the 
city’s environment, infrastructure, and 
activity for research and public use.

While the enormous volume of data 
generated as part of these trends may 
be useful in terms of proactive main-
tenance, hazard reduction and bet-
ter planning, it presents privacy and 
security issues as well as bandwidth 
efficiency and capacity challenges and 
might just be a little overwhelming. But 
I’m excited to see how these trends play 
out and how public works professionals 
are playing a part in advancing smart 
and sustainable communities.  



ormer APWA Executive Director Robert D. Bugher 
passed away on March 11, 2019, in Scottsdale, Arizona, 
at the age of 93. Bob was my first executive director 
when I joined the APWA staff in 1988, but for many 
others on staff, he was their only executive director. 

Almost to a person, no matter how long a staff member had 
been with APWA, Bob Bugher had been there longer, but he 
wasn’t just pushing around papers in an office.

While serving as executive director from July 1, 1958, to 
November 1, 1989, Bob proved himself to be a man of vision 
and drive whose influence on APWA and the public works 
profession was more than just “significant.” In recognition 
of that fact, APWA, for the first and only time in its history, 
conferred upon him the title Executive Director Emeritus 
when he retired. Under his leadership, a small associa-
tion nestled in a building with a dozen other small, nearly 
unknown associations on the University of Chicago campus 

became a world-class organization serving the public works 
profession and improving the quality of life for everyone. In 
tribute now, I have asked some friends to help give you an 
overview of the enormity of his contributions.

When I asked for his thoughts on Bob’s passing, Ron Nor-
ris, an APWA Past President and member of the Kansas City 
Metro Chapter, said, “Bob Bugher was Mr. APWA! It was 
hardly ever possible to think of the organization apart from 
him. In retrospect, he really did a pretty marvelous job 
leading the organization. A strong leader with a hands-on 
approach, he was truly a man of vision whose impact on 
APWA was profound.”

Howard Rosen, who served as Executive Secretary and 
President of the Public Works Historical Society during Bob’s 
tenure, observed, “It is not hyperbole to suggest that Bob 
Bugher literally built APWA into a nationally recognized 

In Memoriam: The Legacy of  
Robert D. Bugher  

(October 17, 1925 – March 11, 2019)
Connie Hartline, Editor, APWA Publications (retired), American Public Works Association, Kansas City, Missouri

Bob Bugher, APWA Executive Director 
from 1958-1989

F
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entity capable of representing the public works profession. 
At the time he was hired in 1953, APWA had a small staff, 
few members, no Reporter magazine, few chapters (fewer 
than 30 which increased to 61 by the time he retired), and 
no capability to develop programs in research, education or 
policy. Because of the vision, energy and dedication of Bob 
Bugher, all these things would come to pass.”

Howard continued, “For me, two things were of particular 
importance—personally and professionally: (1) his under-
standing that the public works profession was a blend of 
engineering with public administration (that both strands 
were needed for a public works director to be successful), 
and (2) his appreciation for the value history could provide 
the practitioner.”

With a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from Purdue 
University and a master’s degree in public administration 
from the University of Michigan, Bob Bugher devoted his 
career to advancing the public works profession. In the 
words of former APWA Deputy Director Stephen Pudloski, 
“Bob Bugher envisioned public works as a profession prac-
ticed best with equal parts of technical expertise, public 
management, and leadership skills firmly grounded in a 
public service mindset.

“He grew APWA by providing service to members through 
publications, a cooperative research program, face-to-face 
training, and opportunities to network and learn from 
colleagues at chapter and national meetings, as well as the 
annual International Public Works Congress and Equip-
ment Show. Under Bob’s leadership, APWA was instrumen-
tal in early research and adoption of new technology such 
as pavement management by local governments, a direct 
outgrowth of an effort by the Army Corps of Engineers and 
APWA to adapt ‘PAVER’ for local governments.

“It is not hyperbole to suggest 
that Bob Bugher literally built 

APWA into a nationally recognized 
entity capable of representing the 

public works profession."
- Howard Rosen, Former Executive 

Secretary and President of the Public 
Works Historical Society

APWA’s Emerging Leaders Academy (ELA) is a year-long national 
program that provides participants with intensive public works-related 

leadership and management training.

PARTICIPANT VALUE:
•  Targeted, personalized professional development
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 United States and Canada

• Exclusive APWA experience with access to APWA leadership

SUBMIT YOUR ELA 
APPLICATION TODAY!
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Applications Due:
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“Bob helped grow the public works profession by encourag-
ing and supporting academic research and graduate educa-
tion in public works policy and engineering. And primarily 
through APWA’s Washington office, Bob built the public and 
policy reputation of APWA, in part, by participating in and 
partnering with public interest associations such as ICMA, 
the U.S. Conference of Mayors, NACO; other technical asso-
ciations such as AASHTO, AWWA, SWANA, the Salt Institute; 
and federal agencies such as FHWA, FEMA, EPA, and the 
Army Corps of Engineers; and by representing APWA views 
to national lawmakers.”

In fact, Steve Pudloski, who had a notable career in public 
works before joining the APWA staff in the late 1980s, is a 
prime example of the impact APWA and Bob Bugher had on 
public works practitioners on a personal and professional 
basis. “In great part I owe my career to APWA and Bob Bug-
her,” said Steve.

Steve’s education was funded in part by an APWA fellow-
ship at the Graduate Center of Public Works Engineering 
and Administration. He got his first public works director’s 
position when Bob suggested he apply and introduced him 
to the village manager. He became active in APWA national 
activities, was named a Top Ten Public Works Leader of the 
Year, and went to work for APWA shortly thereafter. After 
Bob retired, Steve joined the University of Wisconsin-Madi-
son, conducting short courses in the areas of transportation 
and public works engineering. He is now completing his 
career as director of the Wisconsin Public Works Manage-
ment Institute, a cooperative effort by the APWA Wisconsin 
Chapter and UW-Madison.

Another former staff member, Assistant to the Executive 
Director Oliver Merriam, said that besides his vision of an 
annual equipment exhibition and educational conference 
that became the envy of other associations, “Bob focused 
on membership growth, including those with professional 
educations, and those with less education. He respected 
those who were models of professionalism, and published 
their profiles, but included as members those who were less 
professional in hopes that the professionals would become 
models for all to emulate. He made a personal point of 
staying in touch with past presidents and retired leaders, 
he showed sincere admiration for their past services, and 
reminded the rest of us of their importance. We should do 
the same for Bob.”

Larry Lux’s public works career has been in both the public 
and private sectors. A member of the Chicago Metro Chapter 
since 1966, Larry had many opportunities to meet and work 
with Bob Bugher and the APWA staff when APWA was head-
quartered in Chicago. He noted, “Bob was extremely pas-
sionate about the public works profession and was involved 
in numerous public works-related organizations—always 
promoting APWA. This passion and commitment led him to 
become the inspiration behind the development of APWA’s 
Public Works Historical Society in 1975.”

Larry also recalled, “One of the most personal stories for 
me involving Bob was after Howard Rosen and I finished 
the book A History of Public Works in Metropolitan Chicago. 
I received the most gracious, hand-written note congratu-
lating us on this accomplishment and encouraging our 
continuing the tradition of documenting the history of our 
chosen profession.” Then Larry added, “God bless you, Bob, 
on behalf of the many members you inspired over the years 
to make APWA their principal professional affiliation.”

I had many occasions to interact with Bob by email and 
telephone over the years, most recently when he sent me a 
lovely email congratulating me on my retirement in Decem-
ber. Never during those exchanges did I detect any evidence 
of diminished capacity of mind or spirit. He truly was a most 
remarkable man.

Bob leaves behind a large family who were always his great-
est joy and passion—Patricia, his wife of 73 years (who will 
remain in their Scottsdale home among friends and a strong 
support system)—their two children Vickie (Charlie) Schimpf 
and Robert J. (Nancy) Bugher, four grandchildren, two great-
grandchildren and six great-great-grandchildren, as well as 
his sister Donna and numerous nieces and nephews.

Connie Hartline can be reached at hartline47@gmail.com.  

A small portion of Bob Bugher’s Oral History ran in the November 1989 issue 
of the APWA Reporter. The entire Bugher Oral History is available through the 
APWA Store.
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even nominees are on the 
affirmation ballot for selection 
to the APWA Board of Directors 
in 2019. Since there will be only 

one candidate on the ballot per posi-
tion, with the ability to write-in anoth-
er candidate, we have begun to call the 
process an “affirmation” rather than 
an election. Two candidates selected by 
the National Nominating Committee 
include Mary Joyce Ivers, CPFP, PWLF, 
Interim Public Works Director, City of 
Ventura, Calif., for President-Elect; and 
Vic Bianes, P.E., Public Utilities Direc-
tor (retired), City of San Diego, Calif., 
for Director-at-Large, Fleet & Facilities 
Management. The President-Elect will 
serve one year as President-Elect, one 
year as President, and then one year as 
Past President.

Five candidates nominated by regional 
nominating committees as directors 
include Gary Losier, P.Eng., Director 
of Engineering and Works, Town of 
Quispamsis, NB, for Director of Region 
I; Dominick A. Longobardi, Mayor, 
Village Park, N.Y., and Deputy Comp-
troller, Town of Hempstead, N.Y., for 
Director of Region II; Sean O’Dell, 
P.E., Vice President, Baxter & Wood-
man, Inc., Chicago, Ill., for Director 
of Region V; Joe Johnson, P.E., Busi-
ness Development Manager, Burns & 
McDonnell, Lee’s Summit, Mo., for 
Director of Region VI; and Shahnawaz 

Ahmad, P.E., PWLF, President, SA Asso-
ciates, Arcadia, Calif., for Director of 
Region VIII.

The nine-member National Nominat-
ing Committee includes one represen-
tative of each of APWA’s nine regions as 
recommended by the Regional and At-
Large Directors. In the instance where a 
director is running for President-Elect, 
chapter presidents were contacted for 
recommendations. The APWA Presi-
dent reviews the recommendations 
and appoints the nine-member com-
mittee. The two most recent APWA Past 
Presidents served as facilitators and 
advisors to the committee. For 2019, 
the Past Presidents were Ron Calkins, 
P.E., PWLF, Director of Public Works 
(retired), City of Ventura, Calif., and Bo 
Mills, PWLF, Director of Public Works, 
City of Germantown, Tenn.

National Nominating Committee 
members include Kürt D. Blomquist, 
P.E., Public Works Director, City 
of Keene, N.H.; Dominick A. Lon-
gobardi, Mayor, Village Park, N.Y., and 
Deputy Comptroller, Town of Hemp-
stead, N.Y.; Calvin Clifton, Business 
Development Manager, Mattern & 
Craig, Inc., Kingsport, Tenn.; Amy 
Blaida, MPA, Director of Business 
Development, Whitaker Contract-
ing Corporation, Orlando, Fla.; Kealy 
Dedman, P.Eng., General Manager/
City Engineer, City of Guelph, ON; 

Jeannine Clancy, Assistant General 
Manager Technical Services, Metro 
Council Environmental Services, St. 
Paul, Minn.; Wendy Springborn, 
MMBA, PWE, PWLF, Engineering 
Services Manager, City of Tempe, Ariz.; 
Darren Schulz, P.E., Public Works 
Director, City of Carson City, Nev.; and 
Dan Sailer, P.E., Assistant Public Works 
Director, Town of Castle Rock, Colo.

Mary Joyce Ivers, CPFP, PWLF
President-Elect
Mary Joyce Ivers has been involved in 
public works for over twenty-six years. 
For the past year, she has served as the 
Interim Public Works Director for the 
City of Ventura, California. The Public 
Works Department oversees $100 
million with a team of 87 public works 

Candidates for the APWA Board of 
Directors named

S
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“First Responders” who continue to 
rebuild the community after one of the 
largest wildfires in California, the 2017 
Thomas Fire. Prior to serving as Interim 
Public Works Director, she spent sev-
enteen years as the Fleet and Facilities 
Manager for the City of Ventura. In this 
position she managed a $10 million 
operating budget, was responsible for 
five supervisors and twenty employees, 
and interacted daily with City depart-
ments and the citizens of Ventura. In 
2011, Ivers and her team collaboratively 
developed Fleet and Facilities Business 
Plans and Service Level Agreements 
for all the customer departments and 
looked at providing public works ser-
vices as a business model. This was the 
first business plan developed for any of 
the departments at the City of Ventura.

Ivers has been very involved in the 
public works operations, particularly 
fleet and facilities, at both the local 
and national levels. At the local level, 
she is a member of the Ventura County 
APWA chapter and involved in the 
regional Gold Coast Fleet group, the 
Central Coast International Facili-
ties Management Association. At the 
national level she is a current member 
of the Finance Committee and the 
Board Liaison to the Young Profes-
sionals Committee, a past member of 
the Strategic Planning Committee, 
and the former Board Liaison to the 
Certification Council. Ivers is the cur-
rent Director-at-Large, Fleet & Facilities 
Management, and serves as the board 
liason to the Fleet Services and Facili-
ties Management Committees. She 
received APWA’s Certified Public Fleet 
Professional (CPFP) designation in 
2008 and was recertified in 2013 and 
2018. In 2010, she was appointed to 
the Fleet Services Technical Commit-
tee and was appointed Chair in 2012. 
In 2017, she was honored to be recog-
nized as the Public Fleet Manager of 
the Year. In 2014 the City of Ventura 
Public Works Department became 
the 92nd accredited agency with Ivers 
as the Accreditation Manager; the 

agency achieved accreditation with 14 
model practices in her Division. Ivers 
has presented at APWA’s annual PWX 
on several occasions and has contrib-
uted five articles promoting success 
stories within fleet and facilities opera-
tions that have been published in the 
APWA Reporter.

Vic Bianes, P.E.
Director-at-Large, Fleet & 
Facilities Management
Vic Bianes’s career spans 33 years in 
public works administration, manage-
ment, project management, planning, 
design, fiscal management, operations 
and maintenance, and construction. 
He has worked in the private sector 
with Associated Professional Engineer-
ing Corporation and with a number 
of public agencies. He has significant 
public works experience leading large 
capital improvements programs, run-
ning large-scale operation and mainte-
nance efforts, and managing complex 
programs within the San Diego County 
Water Authority and the City of San 
Diego. Bianes is a California registered 
engineer with a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Civil Engineering from San 
Diego State University and a Master of 
Business Administration degree from 
the University of Redlands.

Within APWA, Bianes has been very 
active in the San Diego & Imperial 
Counties Chapter as well as at the 

national level. He has been the Chapter 
Committee Chair for the Internship, 
Scholarship, and Awards Commit-
tees. He has held chapter executive 
positions including Board Director, 
Secretary, Vice President, President, 
Past President and Alternate Delegate. 
He also represented the chapter on 
the California Advocacy Committee 
and has written position papers on 
the impacts of proposed legislation to 
public works operations. He is recipient 
of the 2017 Harry S. Swearingen Award 
for outstanding chapter service. At the 
national level, Bianes has been appoint-
ed to a number of APWA committees 
that include the Certified Stormwater 
Manager (CMS) Council, Committee for 
Diversity and Inclusion, and Certifica-
tion Council. He has also served as a 
committee member and the Chair for 
the Utilities and Public Rights-of-Way 
(UPROW) Technical Committee. He has 
written numerous articles for the APWA 
Reporter, given presentations at PWX, 
and participated in a number of Click, 
Listen & Learn sessions.

Gary Losier, P.Eng.
Director of Region I (currently 
serving his first term)
Gary Losier is the Director of Engineer-
ing and Works for the Town of Quis-
pamsis, New Brunswick, and has served 
in that capacity since 1987. He oversees 
Public Works, Water and Wastewa-
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ter, Building Inspection and By-law 
Enforcement as well as Engineering 
Services and Planning. He has provided 
leadership, expertise and vision to 
ensure community safety and quality 
of life with a commitment of continu-
ous improvement and staff develop-
ment. A graduate of the University of 
New Brunswick, Losier has degrees 

in both Civil Engineering (1984) and 
Business Administration (1986). In 
1999, Losier received a Diploma in 
Public Management from Henson 
College, Dalhousie University. He 
obtained his Professional Engineer’s 
designation in 1989.

Losier has been a member of APWA/
CPWA since 1995. He has been 

involved with the Atlantic Provinces 
Chapter and New Brunswick Branch in 
various positions which include Direc-
tor, Chairman, Vice-Chairman, and 
Scholarship Committee Co-Chair. He 
served at the national level as a Director 
on the CPWA Board (2006-08) and as 
the National CPWA President (2008-
10). He is a member of APWA’s Strategic 
Planning Committee and is the Board 
liaison to the CPWA Board and the 
Committee on Diversity and Inclusion. 
Other committee involvement includes 
Government Affairs Committee; Inter-
national Affairs Committee; Congress 
Program Review Committee; Council of 
Chapters delegate; Council of Chapters 
Advocacy Committee; and the Profes-
sional Development Committee.

Dominick A. Longobardi
Director of Region II
As the elected Mayor of the Incorporat-
ed Village of Floral Park, N.Y., Domi-
nick Longobardi is the Chief Executive 
Officer of a full-service Village of over 
16,000 residents. He oversees a staff 
of over 300 employees, including the 
56-member Police Department, all-
volunteer Fire Department, Recreation 
Center & Pool Complex, Floral Park 
Library and, of course, the Public 
Works Department including Sanita-
tion, Highway, Parks and Tree, Fleet 
Maintenance, and Buildings Mainte-
nance Departments. In his full-time 
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capacity as Deputy Comptroller with 
the Town of Hempstead, N.Y., Lon-
gobardi assists the Town Comptroller 
and Director of Finance with all pur-
chasing functions, including prepara-
tion of contracts, contract negotia-
tions and contract dispute resolutions, 
and review and oversight of operating 
funds and bank account management. 
He previously served as Assistant to 
the Commissioner of Sanitation for 
the Town of Hempstead, where he 
assisted in the entire administration of 
the department.

Longobardi is a Past President of the 
APWA New York Metro Chapter and 
Long Island Branch and has recently 
served as the Council of Chapters 
Delegate serving on the Advocacy Task 
Force. He is a member of Nassau County 
Village Officials Association and Rotary 
Club of Floral Park. He is Treasurer of 
the Long Island Sanitation Officials 
Association and chairs the Greater Long 
Island Clean Cities Coalition.

Sean O’Dell, P.E.
Director of Region V
As Vice President of Baxter & Wood-
man’s Water Group, Sean O’Dell leads 
a group of four departments (W/
WW Infrastructure, Water Resources, 
General Municipal Services, and CAD) 
and more than 30 professionals. He is 
responsible for production manage-
ment, quality control, training, devel-
opment of the firm’s standards and 

procedures, and business development. 
Prior to leading the group, he served in 
the position of Infrastructure Depart-
ment Manager for Baxter & Woodman.

O’Dell has been an active member of 
APWA’s Chicago Metro Chapter since 
2009. He has moved through the ranks 
from Branch Treasurer (’09) to Branch 
President (’13) and Chapter Treasurer 
(’14) to Chapter President (’17). He 
was selected as the Myron Calkins 
Young Leader of the Year in 2015. He 
is the current Presidential Appointee, 
Sustainability Liaison and Commu-
nity Outreach Committee head for 
the chapter, where he promotes and 
participates in many charity events 
throughout the year such as Hustle 
up the Hancock, Mathcounts, Future 
Cities, and Expo 5k Races. He promotes 
and advocates for public works within 
the Chicagoland area. He was also part 
of the “You’re Welcome” video creative 
team that helped plan and write the 
lyrics for the APWA National award-
winning public relations endeavor.

Joe Johnson, P.E.
Director of Region VI
As Business Development Manager with 
Burns & McDonnell, Joe Johnson works 
with local public agencies on design 
projects to improve their communi-
ties or services they provide. Prior to 
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working with Burns & McDonnell, he 
worked on the public side for over 30 
years with the last 21 as the Direc-
tor of Public Works for the City of 
Leawood, Kansas. In that capacity, he 
oversaw administration, street main-
tenance, stormwater maintenance, 
engineering, inspection, fleet and 
facility operations.

Johnson served on the Kansas City 
Metro Chapter Executive Committee 
for almost twenty years (all officer posi-
tions), has served on chapter commit-
tees, and has served over ten years as 
the Delegate on the Council of Chap-
ters. He served as one of the Co-Chairs 
for the 2018 PWX Steering Committee 
and was named a Top Ten Public Works 
Leader of the Year in 2007. In Decem-
ber 2018, at the KC Metro Chapter 
Annual Holiday Party, he received the 
Ken Cardwell Heart of America Award, 
which recognizes individuals who have 
served the chapter in an exemplary 
manner and through their efforts have 
bettered the public works community.

Shahnawaz Ahmad, P.E., PWLF
Director of Region VIII (currently 
serving his second term)
Shahnawaz Ahmad has a long his-
tory of service to the American Public 

Works Association, to the public works 
industry, and to other engineering 
organizations. He is currently in his 
second term as Director of Region VIII. 
He is a member of the Strategic Plan-
ning Committee, a former member of 
the Finance Committee, and serves as 
the Board Liaison to the Certification 
Council. He was previously the Board 
Liaison to the Committee for Diversity 
and Inclusion.

Ahmad served as President of the 
Southern California Chapter as well as 
the Chapter Delegate. He was elected 
as Chair of the House of Delegates in 
2012. He was also appointed to the 
House of Delegates Transition Task 
Force, which led to the establishment 
of the Council of Chapters. He served 
on the first Steering Committee of 
the Council of Chapters. Ahmad is 
President of SA Associates, a consulting 
engineering firm specializing in water 
and wastewater engineering, with offic-
es in Arcadia and Anaheim.  
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s an APWA member you can participate in the final 
stage of the process to select members of the APWA 
Board of Directors. Since there will be only one 
candidate on the ballot, with the ability to write-in 
another candidate, we have begun to call the process 

an “affirmation” rather than an election. Effective May 15, 
members will vote to affirm the selection of candidates for 
the following board positions with terms expiring Septem-
ber 2019:

• APWA President-Elect
• Director-at-Large in the functional area of Fleet & Facilities
• Regions I, II, V, VI and VIII Regional Directors

How are the nominees selected?
Earlier this year, Regional Nominating Committees were 
established. Each Chapter President in Regions I, II, V, VI 
and VIII appointed an individual who interacts with others 
at regional and national events and could represent their 
chapter’s membership when reviewing and discussing 
nominee’s qualifications, contributions and commitment 
to the profession. Nominating committee members care-
fully reviewed the nominations of individuals interested in 
serving as a Regional Director. Through a series of phone 
conferences, the qualifications of candidates as well as their 
answers to a questionnaire were reviewed, and consensus 
was reached on a single individual for each region.

The National Nominating Committee was appointed by 
APWA President Lawry and is composed of one member 
from each region. The APWA Board of Directors approved 
the appointments to the committee via electronic com-
munication. The two most recent National Past Presidents 
served as facilitators of the conference calls and delibera-
tion. Following careful consideration and, in the case of the 
President-Elect position, phone interviews, the National 
Nominating Committee came forward with names for the 
President-Elect and Director-at-Large positions.

Why should I vote?
Your vote endorses the diligent process undertaken by APWA 
to identify the most qualified candidates to represent APWA. 
While it is an uncontested election, the opportunity to write 
in a candidate is present.

The ballot will be available for online affirmation between 
May 15 and June 12, 2019. Simply log in and click on the 
scrolling banner when you see Vote Now. Additional remind-
ers of the voting process will be sent through the APWA web-
site; via e-mail to every member for whom we have an e-mail 
address; and in the June issue of the APWA Reporter.

If you have questions, please contact Teresa Hon at (816) 595-
5224 or thon@apwa.net.  

A

Online voting for Board of 
Directors positions to take 

place May 15-June 12
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uilding on its engagement with chapter sustainability 
committees and liaisons, C4S was looking forward to 
its Winter Meeting, March 14-15, 2019, in Denver, 
Colorado. Plans were in place to partner with the 
Colorado Chapter Sustainability Committee for a 

Happy Hour and Roundtable Discussion on Sustainability 
Initiatives as well as a tour of the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory in Golden.

But as they say happens often with the best-laid plans, these 
went awry. After a blizzard and bomb cyclone hit Denver on 
March 13 and airlines cancelled hundreds of flights, many 
members of the Colorado Chapter were impacted at home 
and work and less than half of the C4S leaders were able to 
get to Denver.

Making the best of the situation by videoconferencing, C4S 
was still able to hold a productive meeting and was able 
to spend some time with Colorado Chapter Sustainability 
Committee Chair Noelle Beegle discussing the committee’s 
activities, such as a happy hour every other month, and 
what support C4S might offer.

Happy Hour and Roundtable Discussion on 
Sustainability Initiatives
On March 14, the joint Happy Hour and Roundtable Discus-
sion went forward as planned, providing an opportunity for 
discussion about how local governments are implement-
ing sustainability projects and programs. C4S Leader Rylan 
Wadsworth, Public Works Director of Montreal West (QC), 
shared lessons learned from the City’s door-to-door house-
hold composting pickup program. C4S Leader James Pat-

teson, Director of Public Works and Environmental Services 
for the County of Fairfax (VA), highlighted the County’s 
Environment and Energy Operational Strategy, Environmen-
tal Improvement Program (similar to a Capital Improvement 
Program), and a new organizational unit focused on meet-
ing the County’s goals. Jerry Tinianow, Chief Sustainability 
Officer for the City and County of Denver, provided a local 
perspective. Denver was recently accepted into Bloomberg 
American Cities Climate Challenge, a two-year acceleration 
program that will provide resources and support to help 
meet or beat its near-term carbon reduction goals.

National Renewable Energy Laboratory Tour
On March 15, members of C4S and the Colorado Chapter 
toured the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL) 
South Table Mountain Campus in Golden.

The 362,055-square-foot LEED Platinum Research Sup-
port Facility (RSF), completed in June 2010, is a model for 
sustainable, cost-competitive, high-performance design that 
incorporates the best in energy efficiency, environmental 
performance, and advanced controls in a large-scale com-
mercial office building using a “whole building” integrated 
design process. The RSF is also a living laboratory for the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Energy Efficiency 
and Renewable Energy (EERE), allowing researchers to study 
improved building technologies and real-time data about 
performance. Designed to have an energy use intensity of 
35 kBtu per square-foot per year, the building is net-zero; 
the 2.5-megawatt rooftop photovoltaic system generates as 
much energy as the building consumes.

C4S and Colorado Chapter Sustainability 
Committee hold joint event in Denver 
despite extreme weather
Anne Jackson, Director of Sustainability, American Public Works Association, Washington, D.C.

B

C4S NEWS
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The 182,500-square-foot LEED Platinum Energy Systems 
Integration Facility (ESIF) provides a unique platform for 
researchers to identify and resolve the technical, operation-
al, and financial risks of integrating emerging energy tech-
nologies into the built environment. The building features 
14 laboratories, an Insight Visualization Center, a High-Bay 
Control Room, and the most energy-efficient super-comput-
er in the world.

The 71,347-square-foot Science and Technology Facility 
(S&TF) was the first federal building to achieve LEED Plati-
num. Designed specifically to reduce time delays associated 
with transferring technology to industry, the building is a 
multi-level facility of lab space, office space, and lobby con-
nected by an elevated bridge to NREL’s Solar Energy Research 
Facility (SERF). The S&TF houses laboratories for conducting 
research into advanced material synthesis such as photovol-
taic material-specific capabilities.

C4S Engagement with Chapters
C4S will continue its engagement with chapters in 2019 by 
hosting quarterly conference calls for Chapter Sustainability 
Liaisons. These calls allow C4S to provide updates on C4S 
activities and present short presentations on sustainability 
topics. They also give chapter sustainability liaisons the 
opportunity to share their challenges and successes with 
each other. The remaining calls for Chapter Sustainability 
Liaisons to be held in 2019 are scheduled as follows:

• Tuesday, June 25, 2019 at 4:00 PM ET – TOPIC: Envision V3

• Tuesday, September 24, 2019 at 4:00 PM ET – TOPIC: 
Small Cell Technology

•  Tuesday, December 10, 2019 at 4:00 PM ET – TOPIC: TBD

If you are working to advance sustainability in your chapter, 
please join us! For more information, please contact Anne Jackson 
at ajackson@apwa.net.  

Energy Monitoring display at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
Research Support Facility

Office space at the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory 
Research Support Facility

The entrance to the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory Energy Systems 
Integration Facility
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Village of Niles, 
Illinois, Public Works 
Department
A number of years ago 

the Village hired a contracted weath-
er service to provide site-specific 
forecast information, as well as con-
sultation and support from meteoro-
logical staff 24/7. Accurate weather 
and pavement forecasts coupled with 
insights of a professional support 
staff gives the Village the ability to 
plan and execute effective operations. 
For example, knowing whether the 
area will receive rain before a snow 
event determines anti-icing strategy, 
and knowing when a storm is forecast 
to stop helps to plan crew resources.

This year the Village entered into a 
data services agreement with a com-
pany to provide data from two newly 
installed Road Weather Information 
System (RWIS) stations in Niles. RWIS 
consists of remote sensing equip-
ment, which gathers and transmits 
road-related weather information. 
The information includes atmospher-
ic (temperature, wind, precipitation, 
etc.), roadway (temperature, pave-
ment conditions, friction level), and 
sub-surface pavement temperature 
characteristics. RWIS has been around 
for decades; however, recent improve-
ments allow data to be obtained non-
invasively using infrared and laser 
technology, and is the equipment 
obtaining data for the Village.

City of Omaha, 
Nebraska
In the last five years, the 
City of Omaha has added 
42 single- and tandem-

axle plow trucks to the fleet, which is 
a replacement of approximately 43% 
of the total fleet for these vehicles. All 
recent purchases were upgrades to the 
fleet in that they have state-of-the-art 
controllers and conform to the latest 
emission standards for these vehicles. 
In addition, there are currently four 
single-axle plow trucks and four 
tandem-axle plow trucks on order.

Within the past five years, the City 
of Omaha has added the first wing 
plows to the fleet. There are cur-
rently four trucks equipped with 
wing plows, all tandem-axle plow 
trucks. Moving forward, beginning 
with the current pending order, all 
tandem-axle plow trucks will be 
equipped with wing plows as well as 
large capacity liquid saddle tanks to 
allow for brine distribution without 
switching from a tank to a spreader. 
Additionally, the City of Omaha has 
begun adding liquid capability to the 
single-axle fleet. In years past, only 
tandem-axle trucks were set up for 
liquids, but the City has recently pur-
chased five hook interchange roll-off 
liquid distributors sized for single-
axle trucks.

City of Surrey, 
British Columbia
Last year, to 

continue the improvements in winter 
maintenance levels of service, the 
City of Surrey purchased new side-
walk clearing equipment with the 
priorities of:

• Establish key sidewalk linkages 
that requiring clearing, such as 
arterial routes, around schools or 
areas with mobility concerns.

• Investment in dual-purpose 
equipment, creating efficiencies 
with equipment that complete 
sweeping operations as well.

The City of Surrey has a GIS system 
based on Esri and Arc GIS platform. 
This system is used for first-priorities 
roads (arterial roads), second-
priorities roads (collectors), and 
third-priorities roads. The City uses 
this system to create map books for 
drivers and community tools such 
as address look up (see https://www.
surrey.ca/city-services/7488.aspx). 
The City also uses the GIS system for 
public service requests through City 
Works. This system allows requests to 
be tracked digitally and sent directly 
to field staff on their tablets for a field 
response. 

Excellence in Snow and Ice Control 
Award Winners

APWA’s Excellence in Snow and Ice Control Award was established to 
promote excellence in the management and administration of public 
works snow and ice operations, and to promote the best practices in 
snow and ice removal while minimizing environmental impacts. The 
award will be presented at the 2019 APWA North American Snow 
Conference, May 19-22, in Salt Lake City, Utah. Following are this 
year’s recipients.
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Morton Salt Technical Tour at 
the Snow Conference

A haul truck moves harvested salt to the washing facility at Morton 
Salt’s 8,800-acre solar salt production site and harvesting facility 
in Grantsville, Utah.

A harvesting machine fills a haul truck 
with evaporated salt from ponds at 
Morton Salt’s 8,800-acre solar salt 
production site and harvesting facility 
in Grantsville, Utah.

A
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PWA’s North American Snow Confer-
ence will take place May 19-22 in Salt 
Lake City, Utah. Wednesday morn-
ing, May 22, is dedicated to techni-
cal tours. APWA’s Utah Chapter is 

planning some great tours, including Morton 
Salt’s Grantsville facility (described below) 
and a tour of Salt Lake County’s Public Works 
Operations facility (covered in the April 
issue). Check the Snow Conference website for 
updates on the technical tour program.

The Morton Salt Technical Tour will include 
a tour of Morton Salt’s Grantsville facility, an 
8,800-acre solar salt production and harvesting 
facility. The tour will give visitors a behind-the-
scenes view of the expansive facility, including 
a view of our vast ponds where saltwater is 
concentrated, crystallized then harvested. 
Visitors will also receive a close look at our 
road salt manufacturing area where we process 
and stockpile our various Ice Melt products 
for distribution. In addition to producing our 
Ice Melt products, the Grantsville facility also 
produces food-grade solar salt, pool and water 
softening salt, as well as industrial salt products. 
Last year alone, the facility shipped 550,000 tons 
of salt across our expansive operating network. 
Representatives from Morton will be on hand to 
answer any and all of your questions. We hope 
to see you there! – contributed by Paul Jackiewicz, 
Senior Communications Manager, Morton Salt  



A front-end loader moves harvested salt for production 
at Morton Salt’s 8,800-acre solar salt production site and 
harvesting facility in Grantsville, Utah.

Packaged salt products ready for distribution are 
stockpiled at the Morton Salt facility in Grantsville, 
Utah, which shipped more than 550,000 tons of salt 
per year including ice melt, food-grade solar salt, 
pool and water softening salt, as well as industrial 
salt products.
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APWA is proud to announce “It Starts Here” as the theme for the 
2019 National Public Works Week. This theme represents the many 
facets of modern civilization that grow out of the efforts put forth 

by the public works professionals across North America. What 
starts here? Infrastructure starts with public works... Growth and 
innovation starts with public works... Mobility starts with public 
works... Security starts with public works... Healthy communities 

start with public works... The bottom line is that citizens’ quality of 
life starts with public works.

NATIONAL PUBLIC WORKS WEEK
MAY 19-25, 2019

PUBLIC WORKS

#NPWW ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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joined the public works family in 
March 2008, and after working in 
the private engineering world it was 
an exciting change. After nearly ten 
years as a volunteer firefighter, now 

retired, I was thrilled about being able 
to help the community again. When I 
joined the Public Works Department, 
I was not sure what they did and I did 
not understand why they needed a 
whole department. Like most people I 
saw the snowplows in the winter and 
saw them dig holes and stare down in 
them in the summer. It did not take me 
long to realize it is public works that 
makes the world go around and that we 

needed a much bigger department than 
what we had. It was then that I noticed 
the community had no idea of all the 
behind-the-scenes work that is done by 
the Public Works Department and we 
needed to get the word out to the rest 
of the world. That was when I learned 
that there was a National Public Works 
Week. After some pushing, I finally con-
vinced our department that we needed 
to get out and educate the public about 
all the services we provide them.

Our first annual National Public Works 
Week celebration started in 2013, 
and the theme was “Because of Public 
Works.” We reached out to both local 

National Public Works Week: 
Educating the public about the 
services we provide

Lisa M. Schaeffler, P.W.M., 
Assistant Public Works Director, 
Town of Williston, Vermont, and 
member, APWA New England 
Chapter Board of Directors

Mark Russell with the loader (2013)

I
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elementary schools. We were only able 
to schedule time at the Kindergarten 
through second grade school. Being 
our first year, we really were not sure 
how things would go. A small presenta-
tion was provided to over 370 students 
and teachers in multiple rooms. We 
listed the main responsibilities that 
public works handles for the public, 
including but not limited to maintain-
ing highways, plowing roads, sweeping 
streets, cleaning catch basins, sewer 
pump station maintenance, safe pota-
ble water supply, and meter reading. 
Our stormwater program was in the 
process of being launched so we had a 
strong emphasis on the importance of 
protecting our waterways.

We had 5-6 equipment pieces avail-
able for the kids to go out and see after 
their presentation. We worked with a 
local cartoonist to create some color-
ing pages to hand out for a coloring 
contest. Winners from each classroom 
were given plastic yellow construc-
tion hats. The overall winner from the 
entire school had theirs placed on our 

State Stormwater Management 
Program. We also provided 
the kids with pencils that 
had Williston Public Works 
engraved on them and funny 
face erasers. This first year I 
really understood that we, as a 
department, need to promote 
public works a lot more; even 
the adults did not compre-
hend what we do on a day-to-
day basis.

The theme for National Public 
Works Week in 2014 was 
“Build for Today, Planning for 
Tomorrow.” That year’s focus 
was on multimodal transpor-
tation and the importance of 
having options on how to get 
from one place to another. Wil-
liston Public Works teamed up 
with Chittenden County Regional 
Planning Commission (CCRPC), Green 
Mountain Transit (GMT) and Local 
Motion to provide the children with a 
variety of travel options. GMT provided 
bus rides around the parking lot for the 

kids; most had never ridden on a public 
bus before. CCRPC had their electric 
car to show the kids and explain to 
them how it worked. Matt Boulanger, 
an avid bicyclist, provided reflec-
tive safety helmet stickers from Local 

Paul Latreille with the 
mower (2013)

Green Mountain 
Transit providing 
rides around the 
school parking lot 
for the kids (2014)

Chittenden County Regional 
Planning Commission showing 
kids their electric car (2014)

Kids investigating a truck up on the 
lift at our new shop (2015)
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Motion and explained bike safety. We 
even had a display to show the differ-
ence between concrete, asphalt and 
pervious concrete. The presentation 
was provided to over 330 children 
again at the Allen Brook School. The 
kids took home pencils, erasers, foam 
road sign stickers, reflective bike safety 
stickers and a wooden GMT bus.

The following year, 2015, we had 
recently completed the construction 
of our new Public Works facility. The 
office/maintenance building is 30,203 
square feet with a detached salt/sand 
shed that is 7,500 square feet. That 
year, rather than bringing our equip-
ment to the school, we had over 300 
students bused to the new shop. The 
theme for that year was “Community 
Begins Here.” We also invited the 
community to come and have a tour 
of our new facility. We broke the kids 
up into groups of ten to twelve and 

had them walk around with one of 
our crew explaining what each room 
and piece of equipment was used for. 
We had a timeline video showing in 
the breakroom for the kids to watch 
the construction of the building. Each 
child went home with an orange brace-
let that read: “Williston Public Works 
Community Begins Here.”

The theme for 2016 was “Public 
Works: Always There.” That year we 
teamed up with Green Mountain Pow-
er (GMP), Champlain Water District 
(CWD), Chittenden Solid Waste Dis-
trict (CSWD) and Vermont Emergency 
Management & Homeland Security. 
Our presentation at the school that 
year was geared toward all the services 
that are used on a daily basis: wake 
up, turn the lights on, turn water on 
to shower, water goes down the drain. 
Everyone produces trash and recy-
cling. Public Works Departments work 

hand-in-hand with all these agencies 
daily. VT Emergency Management 
explained how they team up with the 
local Public Works Department in the 
event of any emergency situation. 
Members from each agency attended 
and brought equipment and displays 
to show the kids the importance of 
each. All 300-plus children went 
home with orange stress balls that 
were imprinted with “Williston Public 
Works: Always There.”

In 2017 we decided to change things 
up some, due to the questions we had 
received from the children in the past. 
That year I constructed a 3-D diorama 
showing the above-ground structures 
and the infrastructure underground 
that you cannot see. This year’s theme 
was “Public Works Connects Us.” We 
wanted to illustrate how each house is 
connected to one another via under-

Underground shot of the 3-D model showing 
structures, water, sewer, stormwater, electric 
and telecommunication lines (2017)
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ground utilities. It is hard to explain to 
kids that there are lots of things going 
on underground that they cannot 
see. We used colored straws for each 
underground utility, yellow for gas, red 
for power, orange for communication, 
green for sewer, blue for water and pink 
for stormwater. We had catch basins 
connecting the storm drain system 
and manholes connecting the sewer 
system. Williston is fortunate that 
we do not have any combined sewer/
stormwater systems. Over 320 kids 
were given coloring pages and a box of 
crayons with “Williston Public Works” 
printed on the box.

Last year the theme was “The Power of 
Public Works,” and we teamed up with 
Vermont Local Roads. Our presenta-
tion provided students with a detailed 
summary of functions we provide to the 
community 24 hours a day, seven days 

a week. Vermont Local Roads works 
closely with Public Works Departments 
throughout the state on training the 
employees. Along with our traditional 
visit to the local school we started a new 
tradition, a “Fill a Truck” event to help 
the local food shelf. We had boxes avail-
able around town where community 
members could drop off nonperishable 
foods. That year all 320-plus kids went 
home with a variety pack of items, 
including pencils, stickers, stencils, 
crayons and bouncy rubber balls.

The theme this year is “Public Works: 
It Starts Here.” Not only are we plan-
ning on our usual visit to the local 
elementary school and continuing 
on with the Fill a Truck campaign, 
we are hoping to coordinate with an 
adjacent town and get into their tech 
program at the school—we hope to get 
the information out to high school-
age students and encourage the ones 

not wishing to attend college to think 
about a career in public works. We are 
really pushing the first responder logo 
this year as well. Williston has reached 
out to a local senator about including 
public works employees in their first 
responder definition.

I encourage all 
municipalities big 
and small to begin 
a National Public 
Works Week celebra-
tion in your commu-
nity. Not only will 
the morale of your 
department increase, 
but I’m hoping that education will 
allow us all to increase our budgets 
and acknowledgment throughout all 
first responders.

Lisa M. Schaeffler can be reached at (802) 
878-1239 or lschaeffler@willistonvt.org.  

The Public Works 
First Responder logo

Green Mountain 
Power bucket truck at 
the school (2016)

Equipment on display for 
the kids during National 
Public Works Week (2016)

Public Works crew supporting APWA New 
England Chapter’s Fill a Truck Campaign (2018)

Equipment on display for 
students (2018)

Above-ground shot of the 3-D 
model showing houses, roads 
and signs (2017)
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n December 10, 2018, APWA’s Accreditation Council 
awarded accreditation to King Township’s Engineer-
ing, Public Works and Building Department, Planning 
Department, and the Parks, Recreation and Culture 
Department.

King Township, located north of Toronto, is a quickly grow-
ing rural/urban municipality covering the area of approxi-
mately 128.5 square miles with a population of approxi-
mately 25,000, that has the main villages of King City, 
Nobleton and Schomberg. Each village has its own unique 
character and charm, and all three provide a small-town feel 
and strong sense of community.

APWA accreditation was sought out to help strengthen our 
operating policies, procedures, practices, capture knowledge 
from a mature work force and demonstrate operational 
excellence to the public. King became the 149th North 
American agency, the 1st municipality in the province of 
Ontario, and only the 2nd municipality in all of Canada to 
currently hold the prestigious APWA accreditation. King 
joins approximately 200 other North American municipal 
agencies that are in the accreditation process or have been 
awarded accreditation.

We have been asked, “Why seek the APWA Accreditation 
for a Canadian municipality?” This is because a municipal 
government accreditation program does not exist in Canada 
to nationally recognize and award municipal agencies for 
achieving compliance with established standards. We have 
also been asked, “Are there municipal operational differ-
ences due to the program being a U.S.-based initiative?” 
Throughout the self-assessment process, peer reviews and 
the onsite evaluation some minor differences exist, but 
these do not distract from addressing the intent of what the 
practices are trying to accomplish. Further, CPWA (Cana-
dian Public Works Association) is a member organization of 
APWA, allowing for the sharing of practices, knowledge and 
collaborating on common initiatives.

Strategy
This achievement was the direct result of the work and 
cooperation of an inter-departmental team of 30 dedicated 
professionals. The self-assessment project team was success-
ful because of the 100% support received from King’s Mayor 
and Council, as well as from all senior management who 
committed resources to pursue accreditation.

King Township’s crowning 
accreditation achievement!
Jeff Parks, B.Comm, CPA, CMA, Project Manager – APWA/Asset Management, Engineering, Public Works & 
Building Department, Township of King, King City, Ontario

New King Township Municipal Centre

O
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King Township began its approximately three-year accredi-
tation journey in June 2015 when the project team was 
established and tasks were assigned. However, early on dur-
ing the self-assessment phase, the project lapsed for a period 
of time. This was due to staff turnover within the project 
team and core job responsibilities of a growing municipality 
taking first priority. The self-assessment phase was renewed 
in June 2016 with the appointment of a new Accreditation 
Manager, some new team members, and a new implementa-
tion strategy that built on the good work that was completed 
early on in the project.

Key to our successful self-assessment process was hold-
ing various types of face-to-face meetings. These included 
quarterly status meetings with the entire project team and 
one-on-one status update meetings with the chapter leads. 
In addition, when the self-assessment phase was nearing 
completion, we held practice review meetings that simulated 
an onsite evaluation. During this simulation the chapter 
leads would present their assigned practice responses to the 
review team and collectively we would decide if the practice 
was complete. If not, the review team would provide direc-
tion and help address issues that may still be outstanding. 
Minutes of all the meetings were kept and distributed after-
wards outlining follow-up commitments.

Once we completed our simulated onsite evaluation, APWA 
scheduled an online peer review of our practice responses 

by experts in municipal operations. Comments were left 
by reviewers in the notes section of the www.apwa.net 
software. The comments indicated whether they thought 
the practice was in good shape or could use some further 
work. If further work was required, suggested revisions were 
provided by the reviewers. This was an important step as it 
was the first time someone outside of our municipality criti-
cally reviewed our practice responses. The peer review was 
very helpful in establishing what may be expected during 
the onsite evaluation and provided an opportunity for us to 
further refine our responses and supporting documentation.

Challenges
The self-assessment phase of the accreditation project was 
not without its challenges. Some things to consider:

• Don’t assume it will be straightforward for staff to 
translate expert knowledge and job tasks into new poli-
cies or procedures. If you have ever done this, you will 
appreciate that it is not an easy thing to do. In some 
cases to help the process, staff was provided a formatted, 
partially completed draft policy or procedure. It is often 
easier to refine a policy or procedure that has already 
been started than to start from a blank template.

• Understand that project team members have a demand-
ing work life outside of the APWA self-assessment 
process. Thus, additional time should be considered to 

Cargill Road Safety offers winter 
maintenance products to help you 
keep your roads safe.
Cargill Road Safety is more than just a salt  
company, we are a solutions provider. We have  
a line of cutting-edge pavement products to help 
you achieve your business goals all year round. 

1.800.600.7258    www.cargilldeicing.com    FOLLOW US ON LINKEDIN  Cargill Road Safety

Brine Makers
Solutions that are
• Easy
• Accurate
• Affordable

SafeLane®

Creating surfaces  
that prevent
• Slips
• Falls
• Infrastructure damage

Knowledge Center
Winter maintenance 
knowledge right at  
a click of a button
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allow some flexibility in the self-assessment implemen-
tation schedule.

• In planning overall project timelines, be aware that 
self-assessment team member turnover is likely. This 
will result in some loss of knowledge, continuity and 
momentum, so timelines may need to be adjusted to 
accommodate new members.

• To help overcome APWA self-assessment fatigue, a 
project status chart showing where we started, where we 
were at and what was left to complete, really helped to 
enforce that the project was moving along. This chart 
visually represents all the good work and progress that 
has been completed by the team thus far, a fact which 
often got overlooked. It also served as a tool to quickly 
and visually describe the project’s status to anyone who 
would inquire. Having quarterly status pizza lunches 
and the occasional giveaway helped as well!

• We sometimes thought, “Should we have started with 
one department rather than three, then apply the les-
sons learned to subsequent departments?” This you 
will have to determine based on your agency’s needs, 
commitment from senior management, self-assessment 
leadership and selecting the right team members.

• On a lighter note, when our self-assessment phase was 
complete and all the revisions were made by the end 
of August 2018, we scheduled our site visit for October. 
(Note: it’s never really complete, but after reviewing 
your overall status and feeling confident, just go for 
it!). We knew October would be busy with a municipal 
election and the beginning of 2019 budget preparation 
cycle but felt these would not compete with the APWA 
onsite evaluation. Also, the Township was planning to 
be moved into our new municipal administration centre 
at the end of September and be ready for the October 
evaluation. However, you guessed it, the move to the 
new office was delayed to the week following our onsite 
evaluation! In order to maintain momentum and not 
delay the evaluation for another month or two, we 
decided to go forward as scheduled. Not surprisingly, 
the professionals from the APWA evaluation team and 
King’s self-assessment team rose to the challenge and 

adapted to the confusion caused by the move delay. A 
true testament to team spirit with everyone involved 
completing their onsite evaluation tasks under not-so-
ideal conditions.

Outcomes
Our site visit evaluation team included Tracy Quintana, 
APWA Accreditation Manager, and three expert evaluators 
who are leaders in municipal operations. The visit began with 
a presentation to the evaluation team providing an overview 
of King Township and was then followed by a bus tour of the 
municipality. The tour included a visit to the award-winning 
Tasca Park, the Operations Works Yard and a visit to the Hol-
land Marsh commonly referred to as Ontario’s “vegetable 
patch” because of the variety of fresh produce grown.

Over the next two days the evaluators reviewed 446 appli-
cable practices responses (Public Works Management Practices 
Manual, Version 9) including many new policies and proce-
dures. We were hoping for the best and to receive a 100% 
clean evaluation, but this wasn’t the case. After the evalua-
tion was complete, we were told we still had some work to do 
and were given 45 days to complete the outstanding issues. 
The evaluators were tough, but fair, in their assessment of 
our practice responses. They offered clear directions as to 
what should be addressed in order for the practice to be in 
full or substantial compliance.

Over the next few weeks King staff worked hard at address-
ing all the outstanding issues. When all the outstanding 
issues were competed and submitted, we were informed the 
Accreditation Council had awarded accreditation to the 
Township’s Engineering, Public Works & Building Depart-
ment, the Planning Department, and the Parks, Recreation 
& Culture Department. Additionally, one practice was rec-
ognized as a model practice to be added to the APWA online 
model practices library.

To further support the program, on February 12, 2019, the 
Township hosted a workshop for the neighbouring York 
Region municipalities, promoting the self-assessment and 
accreditation processes. The workshop was conducted by the 
APWA Accreditation Manager, Tracy Quintana.

Jeff Parks can be reached at (905) 833-4004 or jparks@king.ca.  

Presentation of plaques by APWA representatives Tracy Quintana, Accreditation Manager 
and Region V Director Richard Berning to King Mayor Steve Pellegrini and Council, 
Senior Management and Accreditation Managers.
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Rudolph Chow, P.E.
Director of Public Works
City of Baltimore, Maryland
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As the City of Keene’s Public Works Director and Director of 
Emergency Management, Kürt Blomquist oversees a staff 

of nearly 70 public works professionals who are involved in the 
maintenance, construction and operation of transportation 
infrastructure (126 miles of roads and 32 bridges), stormwater 
infrastructure, 6 MGD water and wastewater treatment facili-
ties, 5.175 MG of water storage in five tanks, four drinking water 
wells, two water reservoir dams, five drinking water booster 
stations, 80 miles of water distribution mains, four wastewater 
lift stations, one pumping station, 100 miles of wastewater 
collection mains, parking infrastructure (two structures and 
five surface lots), solid waste management, engineering, and 
fleet management (over 180 vehicles including police and fire 
apparatus). He and his team are responsible for development 
and implementation of the $19M+ annual operating budget 
and $10M+/Year Capital Improvement Program.

In 1994, Blomquist oversaw the design and installation of a 
methane collection system with a 250 KW generator that used 
the methane generated from the City landfill to provide power 
generation to the Transfer/Recycling Center. This project reduced 
the amount of methane and greenhouse gas contributed to the 
environment while keeping the solid waste operations off the 
electrical grid. The system operated for 25 years. In 2018, using 
EPA Climate Show Case Grant funding along with City funds, the 
City completed the replacement of the 250 KW methane electri-
cal generation system with a biofuel system to continue main-
taining the solid waste facilities off the electrical grid.

Keene was an early supporter of the implementation of round-
abouts, improving traffic efficiency and safety. Roundabouts 
provide a safe intersection along with reducing vehicle emis-
sions over lighted intersections. In 2004, Blomquist led the 
design and construction of the second roundabout in the State 
of New Hampshire. He has led the public process for selection, 
design and construction of two additional roundabouts: a 
modified two-lane roundabout completed in 2008; and a second 
one-lane roundabout in 2012. The use of roundabouts within 
the city continues with two more slated as part of a $6M recon-
struction of a main gateway entry into the city in 2020. To date, 
Keene has the most implemented roundabouts of any commu-
nity in New Hampshire.

Rudolph Chow has been Director of the City of Baltimore 
Department of Public Works (DPW) since 2014. Prior to 

that, he was the agency’s Deputy Director. Three years prior 
to becoming Deputy, he was head of DPW’s Bureau of Water 
and Wastewater. The DPW Director is one of the five vot-
ing members of the Baltimore City Board of Estimates. The 
other members are the Mayor, President of the Baltimore City 
Council, the Comptroller, and the City Solicitor. The Board of 
Estimates formulates and executes the fiscal policy of the City. 
As DPW Director, Chow oversees a City agency of approximately 
2,800 employees with a capital and operating budget of over 
$1 billion. The agency supports the health, environment and 
economy of Baltimore and the region by providing custom-
ers with safe drinking water and keeping neighborhoods and 
waterways clean.

In 2017, Chow led the DPW to become one of only 12 entities in 
nine states invited to apply for $200 million in credit assistance 
under EPA’s Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act 
(WIFIA) program. WIFIA funding will be used to improve DPW’s 
water, wastewater and stormwater infrastructure. The loan was 
awarded in early 2019. The WIFIA program accelerates invest-
ment in the nation’s water infrastructure by providing long-
term, low-cost supplemental loans for regionally and nationally 
significant projects. The DPW will use this for a comprehensive 
infrastructure repair, rehabilitation and replacement program.

Chow led the DPW in efforts with regulators to modify the 
City’s consent decree. The modified consent decree, entered in 
2017, builds on the extensive work already accomplished, and 
provides for a system that will capably serve the City and protect 
the environment for generations to come. Chow recognized 
that this is work that must be done to secure the long-term 
future of the City’s critical infrastructure, and make sure Balti-
more’s waterways are as clean as can be. In January 2019, DPW 
held its second annual public meeting on the modified consent 
decree. Chow rolled out a new online interactive map for real-
time data on sanitary sewer overflows. The event was broadcast 
on Facebook live and posted on DPW’s website.
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Diana Clonch 
Owner
DW Clonch, LLC
Columbus, Ohio

Crystal Donner, P.E.
President/CEO
Perteet Inc.
Everett, Washington

Diana Clonch is the owner of DW Clonch, LLC, Columbus, 
Ohio, where she specializes in management, operations, 

pavement maintenance, and snow and ice control training; 
assists with review and evaluation of existing processes, proce-
dures, and policies as related to best practices and implementa-
tion of new technology; provides training for managers and staff 
to understand all aspects of snow and ice control within winter 
operations; assists with contract review, development and 
administration for products and services associated with snow 
and ice control; and provides contract management services 
for all phases of public works and winter maintenance-related 
projects and contracts. Prior to founding DW Clonch, LLC, she 
served as Maintenance Inspector with Franklin County, Ohio, 
Engineer’s Office and as Assistant Administrator, Maintenance 
Administration with the Ohio Department of Transportation.

Clonch contributed to innovation for the District of Columbia’s 
Department of Public Works. The District worked with her over 
two winter seasons for snow plan review and assessment, includ-
ing strategic planning, equipment recommendations, treatment 
selection and applications, as well as providing a variety of train-
ing sessions to complement the District’s established snow pro-
gram, which is a multi-agency effort led by the Department of 
Public Works. Clonch helped prepare more than 500 employees 
for deployment with the snow program. She provided training 
sessions for operators at all levels, special sessions for zone cap-
tains and foremen, calibration training and leadership training. 
Thanks to her contribution, the District was able to launch a 
new “Non-Motorized Trails” unit to clear bike paths, ADA ramps 
at intersections, bridge deck sidewalks and bus shelters.

During her tenure with the Ohio Department of Transporta-
tion, Clonch served as the liaison for the national pooled fund 
projects Clear Roads and Aurora promoting information sharing 
and collective research among peers in the winter maintenance 
community. Additionally, she provided direction and guid-
ance for all state-supported and internal winter maintenance 
research influencing outcomes directly related to current inno-
vative technology, communications and resource management 
for Ohio’s snow and ice removal program.

Crystal Donner has more than 20 years of experience at 
Perteet in the design and management of a wide variety of 

civil and transportation public infrastructure projects. She has 
held the positions of Project Manager, Senior Project Manager, 
Division Leader, Principal, Executive Vice President, President/
CEO, and Chairman of the Board. In addition to manage-
ment, business development, and supervisory duties, she also 
developed and implemented both the quality control initiative 
(PQAMP) and project delivery program (PDS) for the firm. As 
Perteet’s current president, Donner’s duties include oversight 
and leadership of 70-plus project managers, engineers, con-
struction managers, technicians, interns, and support staff in 
four offices. She is known for her unique blend of technical 
expertise and people skills within the professional industry and 
the community she serves.

Donner has ensured that sustainability continues to be part of 
Perteet’s core purpose. She was a founding board member and 
past board chair of the Greenroads Foundation, a sustainability 
rating system for roadway design and construction. She partici-
pated in strategic planning, hosted trainings and meetings, and 
advocated for the system’s implementation. Donner assisted 
Steve Gorchester, Regional Director for the Transportation 
Improvement Board (TIB), in his efforts to include this sustain-
ability rating system as a criterion for TIB grant funding. This 
endeavor was included in the revised TIB criteria.

Donner was instrumental in the decade-long effort to bring a 
four-year institution to Snohomish County. In 2012, Washing-
ton State University established a branch campus that began 
offering upper degree mechanical and electrical engineering 
programs to the Everett area. Prior to that, there was no existing 
four-year engineering program in Snohomish County. In 2015, 
the legislature awarded $95M to construct the first building on 
the Everett branch campus, and it opened in 2017. Donner’s 
positions with WSU include College of Environmental and Civil 
Engineering Advisory Board Member, Pullman, WA (2008-15) 
and WSU Everett, Advisory Board Member (2015-Present).
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Susan “Sue” Hann, P.E.,
AICP, ICMA-CM, LEED-GA, PWLF
Assistant Superintendent 
Facilities Services
Brevard, Florida, Public 
Schools, Veira, Florida

Beth Huning, P.E.
City Engineer
City of Mesa, Arizona

Susan “Sue” Hann has served for over 22 years as Public Works 
Director, Deputy City Manager and City Manager (all for the 

City of Palm Bay, Florida), and as Director of Planning and Proj-
ect Management and currently as the Assistant Superintendent 
Facilities Services (for Brevard, Florida, Public Schools). Some 
of her accomplishments include: successfully implementing 
the half-cent Sales Tax for Brevard County Schools; leading the 
highly controversial attendance boundary changes to reduce 
current and projected overcrowding in Brevard County schools; 
leading a city of over 105,000 people through the largest finan-
cial crisis ever, and bringing the city upward with money in the 
bank; and working with the Brevard Economic Development 
Commission to secure the $100 Million Campus Expansion for 
Harris, the largest employer in Palm Bay.

In her position as Director of Planning and Project Management 
for the School District, Hann’s primary role was implementing 
the half-cent sales surtax program for the Brevard County School 
District. This is a six-year, $198 million program that started in 
January 2015. The program covers facility renewal, educational 
technology and school security investments. Through Hann’s 
leadership, the program is ahead of schedule and within budget, 
and has been audited six times since its inception with no adverse 
findings. Additionally, based on the recommendation of the 
ICOC, she developed a financial and project strategy to accelerate 
the security program to complete the work in mid-2018, approxi-
mately three years ahead of schedule.

In 2007, Hann was a member of the APWA Leadership and 
Management Committee. She volunteered to work with now 
retired APWA staff member Ann Daniels to develop a leadership 
program for early-career public works professionals. Hann and 
Daniels worked together and developed an immersive, small 
group leadership learning experience. Every year approximately 
16 class members are selected by the Leadership & Management 
Committee to join Hann and her co-instructors on a journey 
that includes a multi-day retreat, monthly homework and 
conference calls as well as a group class project that is presented 
at PWX. She is currently leading ELA XII and will have taught, 
influenced and mentored just under 200 graduates this fall. 
Many of these graduates are now serving in leadership roles at 
the state chapter or national levels.

Beth Huning has served the past 11 years as the City Engi-
neer for the City of Mesa, the third largest community in 

the State of Arizona, with over a half-million residents and still 
growing rapidly. Huning, and her team of over 100 profession-
als, technicians, and administrative support personnel, support 
the ongoing activities of the City’s operations groups, such as 
Transportation, Water & Sewer, Parks & Rec, Public Safety, Avia-
tion, while overseeing the planning, design and construction 
required to implement the City’s five-year, $1.6-billion Capital 
Improvement Program. Prior to joining the City of Mesa, Hun-
ing served as the City Engineer for the City of Chandler, Ariz., 
then one of the faster growing communities in the country.

Huning directed her engineering staff in developing and deploy-
ing a CIP Mesa project management system program. It is an all-
inclusive project management system that brings consistency 
and efficiency to procurement practices and put all information 
on scope, budget, photos, documents such as contracts, RFIs, 
communications, schedule and close-out information all in one 
place for every one of their over 250 active projects. Until this 
was completed, staff was using a 15-page spreadsheet with small 
text to review project status with project information being 
stored in multiple locations. This process included a full review 
and modification of all their existing processes to be incorpo-
rated into the software in the form of a help manual.

Engineering can be a complex occupation for a student com-
ing out of school. Many engineers aren’t looking to enter the 
public works sector and are looking more at consulting. It can 
also be difficult to hire entry-level engineers who haven’t been 
exposed to the workplace. Huning led her staff in developing 
a paid intern program for Arizona State University’s School of 
Engineering students to work in Mesa’s office and be exposed to 
City public works engineering. Program development included 
seeking additional budget to support the positions in a down 
economy and working with the local universities to recruit 
students into the program.
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John Klostermann
Public Works Director
City of Dubuque, Iowa

Laura Kroeger, P.E.
Manager, Stream Services
Urban Drainage & Flood 
Control District
Denver, Colorado

John Klostermann has served the City of Dubuque, Iowa, for 
43 years, beginning as a laborer and working his way up to 

Public Works Director. He has served in numerous leadership 
roles, including Street Department Foreman, Street Mainte-
nance Supervisor, Street and Sewer Maintenance Supervisor, and 
Public Works Director. He has shared his knowledge and experi-
ence with others at both state and national conferences. He has 
become the voice of public works for the City of Dubuque and is 
a regular guest on the local radio show “Voices of the Tri-States,” 
a public affairs program, and is often interviewed by the local 
news media on operational issues of the day. He is also a regular 
guest speaker at local service club meetings and neighborhood 
association meetings.

In recent years, more emphasis has been made to include 
updated, ADA-compliant curb ramps on each project. While 
the majority of curb ramps are installed by private contractors, 
public works staff are also used to install the replacement ramps. 
Klostermann and his staff attended classes to become educated 
on proper installation of ADA-compliant ramps to ensure the new 
installations meet the current standards. He also secured neces-
sary funding that allowed staff to attend classes related to asphalt 
paving. Since the program was developed, the department has 
completed over 220 centerline miles of overlays. This asphalt 
overlay program, developed by Klostermann, has saved the 
citizens of Dubuque millions of dollars over the years by extend-
ing the life of existing pavements and reducing the need for more 
costly reconstruction projects. This work is funded by the City of 
Dubuque with no cost to property owners, resulting in a signifi-
cant benefit to low- and moderate-income property owners.

Due to the steep grades and narrow streets in Dubuque’s historic 
neighborhoods, the citizens rely on a high level of service for 
snow and ice control. Learning from research conducted by 
the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) and continued 
attendance at the APWA North American Snow Conference, 
Klostermann implemented many changes to improve service 
in the area of snow and ice control. He developed a plan that 
would replace older equipment with updated technology as 
trucks were scheduled for replacement. This plan provided for 
a cost-effective way to upgrade the fleet. Under Klostermann’s 
direction, the first upgrade was to replace the manual hydrau-
lic material controllers to electric over-hydraulic controllers 
equipped with ground speed control and pavement sensors. 
This upgrade allowed for more precise material control that led 
to reduced salt usage.

As Manager, Stream Services with the Urban Drainage & 
Flood Control District, Laura Kroeger oversees a staff of eight 

Project Managers, one Project Engineer, seven Senior Construc-
tion Managers, three Engineering Technologies, and five Student 
Interns; is responsible for a $14 million annual Capital Improve-
ment Project Budget; is responsible for a $14 million annual 
Stream Management/Maintenance Budget; is responsible for a $2 
million annual South Platte River Budget; oversees the Develop-
ment Fee-In-Lieu Improvement program; maintains the UDFCD 
Pre-Qualified Consultants and Contractors list; and coordinates 
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to preserve a strong work-
ing relationship.

Kroeger developed Project Partners as an alternative project deliv-
ery approach that engages owners, consultants, and contractors 
at the onset of the project to work collaboratively, fully utilizing 
everyone’s expertise to deliver goal-based projects more effec-
tively and efficiently. The Project Partners approach has been the 
cornerstone for UDFCD and the local governments to work in a 
team-learning environment that results in providing the com-
munity with the best value projects. Local governments, consul-
tants and contractors favor this project delivery approach as the 
premier way to build projects.

Kroeger started and managed the Rocky Mountain Public Works 
Institute in Colorado to provide low-cost training to public sector 
employees in supervision, management, and leadership skills. 
This includes the preparation of the 90-hour curriculum, sched-
uling instructors, and teaching several sessions. Some classes even 
include working with horses. Over 125 public work professionals 
have completed the certificate program since 2014.

Kroeger revamped UDFCD contract documents and standardized 
bid items along with the associated measurement and payment, 
allowing for comparisons of unit price across projects and provid-
ing data to feed the UDFCD Cost Index Program, a tool for project 
pricing. She worked with other municipalities to adopt UDFCD 
standards to help align the industry on expectations on how to 
do stream work.
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Jennifer Toth, P.E.
Director of Maricopa County 
Department of Transportation
Phoenix, Arizona

Scott T. Shirley, P.E.
Director of Public Works 

  & Engineering
Village of Arlington  
Heights, Illinois

As APWA Past President Richard Ridings once said, “It is one of the greatest 
of all honors to be recognized by your peers as one of the top leaders in public 

works.” Join us as we recognize the Top Ten Public Works Leaders of the 
Year who have significantly contributed to the public works profession, to their 

communities, and to the people they serve.

Editor’s Note: For a list of the Top Ten recipients from 1960 to 2019, 
go to APWA’s National Awards Program web page at www.apwa.net/
About/awards.asp?Display=top10list.

As Director of Public Works & Engineering for the Village of 
Arlington Heights, Ill., Scott T. Shirley has oversight and 

management responsibility for all operations of Public Works 
and Engineering functions for the Village’s population of 
75,101. He manages 115 full-time employees in all aspects of 
infrastructure maintenance and repair. The Department con-
sists of three Divisions: Maintenance, Utilities and Engineering, 
and ten operational Public Works Units. Shirley worked with 
the Village Manager to facilitate the merging of the Engineering 
Department and the Public Works Department into one depart-
ment. He previously served as the Director of Public Works in 
Arlington Heights for nearly 20 years.

Beginning in 2007, the Village acquired nine hybrid vehicles: 
three vehicles in Public Works, five inspector vehicles, and 
one vehicle in the Fire Department. In 2016, Shirley’s staff 
purchased a new Advance CS7000 LPG Hybrid Sweeper Scrub-
ber that is used to clean the Village parking garages. Designed 
for indoor and outdoor operation, the propane-fueled engine 
produces up to 45% lower CO2

 emissions per square foot and has 
lower operation costs compared to other machines in its class. 
In 2017, the Department added an electric hybrid Chipper Box/
High Ranger truck to the fleet.

Since 2007, Shirley has led a small team of volunteers from 
several area Public Works Departments in the planning and 
production of the APWA Chicago Metro Chapter’s Snowplow 
and End Loader Roadeos. These competitions are held each May 
during National Public Works Week. Each competition includes 
an obstacle course, a written exam and a mechanical trouble-
shooting text. Teams from local Public Works Departments in 
the Chicago Metropolitan area compete for prizes and bragging 
rights. Shirley’s team plans the event each year, advertises to 
municipalities about the event, and staffs the two-day event.

Shirley worked with Forestry staff beginning in 2002 to 
develop a parkway tree inventory for the Village’s 35,000-plus 
public trees. This inventory began as a simple spreadsheet and 
was improved upon to the present database. The inventory 
became critical during the management of an Emerald Ash 
Borer infestation.

Jennifer Toth leads and oversees the Maricopa County Depart-
ment of Transportation (MCDOT) and its 420 employees to 

ensure that the 4.3 million residents of the county have access 
to connections that improve their lives. She oversees an annual 
department budget of $202 million (operating and construc-
tion). MCDOT plans, designs, builds, maintains and operates 
the county’s transportation system which includes 2,128 miles 
of county maintained paved roads, 166 signalized intersections, 
and 436 bridges and culverts.

Toth has empowered her employees to embrace MCDOT’s new 
continuous improvement culture. Through a series of employee 
task force meetings, MCDOT is streamlining its Transportation 
Improvement Program Project Development process. Dur-
ing her initial years at MCDOT, Toth recognized a pattern had 
developed that led to projects being unexpectedly delayed. Orig-
inally, the department was only delivering 63 percent of the 
programmed projects. Leading her employees through a root-
cause analysis uncovered the inefficiencies that had evolved in 
project development. At the root of the issues was the need for 
more robust scoping. Employees were then tasked with breaking 
down the process and rebuilding it to identify and mitigate risks 
at the earliest level. The result was more proactive scoping and 
greater team communications. The department is continuing 
to improve its program delivery and is currently delivering 80 
percent of the programmed projects.

Toth was recently asked to Chair the Public Agency Council for 
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). The Public Agency 
Council is for ITE members with an interest in identifying, 
developing and delivering relevant products on management, 
leadership, organizational, institutional and related issues affect-
ing employment in or interaction with the public sector. Council 
activities include the sponsorship and development of sessions 
on public agency issues at ITE conferences, publishing newslet-
ters, compiling surveys of practice information and work on 
issues relevant to members working in or with the public sector.
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W
hen the Fixing America’s 
Surface Transportation 
(FAST) Act was signed into 
law (Public Law 114-94) 
in December 2015, it was 

lauded as a success primarily for the 
fact that it authorized $305 billion in 
federal government commitment to 
our country’s transportation network. 
This was a huge bipartisan achieve-
ment, and a very welcome respite 
following more than two years of 
Congress passing extensions to keep 
federal authorization and funding 
flowing to transportation. One of the 
new creations of the FAST Act is Title 
41 of the law. Title-41, known as FAST-
41, established the Federal Permitting 
Improvement Steering Council (FPISC). 
Yes, more Washington, D.C. acronyms 
were born from our current surface 
transportation authorization law.

FPISC was created to improve the 
federal level review process for major 
transportation projects across the 
country. It is a small entity with a huge 
task, and a status dashboard on display 
for all the public, project developers, 
and federal stakeholders to see. The 
intention of the dashboard is to track 
the environmental review and authori-
zation processes involved for complex 
or large infrastructure projects.

Over the years, great concern devel-
oped around federal environmental 
review and permitting processes and 
how long it can take for large infra-
structure projects to get approved 
through a myriad of federal agency 
hoops. Those involved in these types of 
projects have waited years and with no 

regular status update about where the 
required permits were in the process. 
FPISC was established to help address 
these challenges.

The Federal Permitting Improvement Act 
introduced during the 114th Congress 
by then-Senator Claire McCaskill 

Has a solution been found 
for streamlining the federal 
permitting process?
Andrea Eales, Director of Government Affairs, American Public Works Association, Washington, D.C.

A screenshot 
of the FPISC 
Permitting 
Dashboard

The intention of the dashboard is to track 
the environmental review and authorization 

processes involved for complex or large 
infrastructure projects.
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(D-MO) and Senator Rob Portman 
(R-OH) sought to improve federal 
permitting processes while keeping 
environmental protections in place. 
The Senators’ legislation was incorpo-
rated into the FAST Act and FPISC was 
established as the entity responsible for 
overseeing, and improving coordina-
tion, transparency, and accountabil-
ity in the environmental review and 
permitting processes.

Fourteen federal agencies comprise 
FPISC, along with the Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ), and 
the Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB). The fourteen federal 
agencies are:

• Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation

• Department of Agriculture

• Department of the Army

• Department of Commerce

• Department of Defense

• Department of Energy

• Department of Homeland Security

• Department of Housing and Urban 
Development

• Department of the Interior

• Department of Transportation

• Environmental Protection Agency

• Federal Energy Regulatory Com-
mission

• General Services Administration

• Nuclear Regulatory Commission

An Executive Director, appointed by 
the President, Chairs FPISC and sup-
ports the Council in its work to oversee 
the implementation of FAST-41. 
Further, the Executive Director works 
with the Council members, who come 
from the Deputy Secretary level within 
their agency, to improve coordination 
between the agencies, resolve disagree-
ments and ensure the required time-
lines are met.

When a project qualifies for the FPISC 
process and dashboard, it is designated 

as “covered.” A project may be eligible 
to be covered under FAST-41 if it:

• Involves construction of infra-
structure;

• Requires authorization or environ-
mental review by a federal agency;

• Is subject to the National Environ-
mental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969;

• Likely to require a total investment 
of more than $200 million;

• Does not qualify for an abbreviated 
environmental review and autho-
rization process.

A project may also be covered if it is 
subject to NEPA, and due to size and 
complexity, FPISC determines the 
FAST-41 coordination process would 
be beneficial. Of course, the dashboard 
and FPISC oversight only applies for 
large and complex infrastructure proj-
ects. But perhaps if the FAST-41 process 
is successful, it will lead the way for 
additional streamlining and permitting 
efficiencies that can be replicated for 
smaller projects.

In recent months, groups of APWA 
members who have been in D.C. for 
advocacy meetings had the oppor-
tunity to meet with the Executive 
Director for FPISC, Alex Herrgott, and 
the Executive Operations Manager 
and Senior Advisor for FPISC, Amber 
Levofsky. Following these meetings, 
APWA participants were both intrigued 
and encouraged to see an established 
process in use to streamline the federal 
permitting processes.

The FAST Act expires in September 
2020 and FPISC is only authorized 
through 2022, so it will be interest-
ing to watch the impact of FAST-41, 
and how the streamlining discussion 
evolves in Congress. The dashboard 
where permitting progress for covered 
projects may be viewed is: www.per-
mits.performance.gov.

Andrea Eales can be reached at (202) 218-
6730 or aeales@apwa.net.  

In this photo, Alex Herrgott, 
Executive Director for the 
Federal Permitting Improvement 
Steering Council (FPISC), shows 
the long list of steps involved in 
the federal permitting process. 
Alex met with APWA’s Big Cities 
and Big Counties forum in 
Washington, D.C. in March.
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SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA

hat is the one thing that 
nearly every municipality, 
regardless of size, has in 
abundance? It is impervi-
ous spaces and urbanized 

surfaces. Indeed, the very creation of 
concentrated urban centers is predi-
cated on converting the earth’s surface 
into concretized, buildable founda-
tions for every aspect of life, from 
schools to public transportation, from 
hospitals and commercial centers to 
sidewalks and streets. No matter where 
you look, human dwellings in Canada, 
large or small, have a high percentage 
of concrete and asphalted space. And 
the trend is growing, rapidly.

Ask any urban planner and they will 
tell you the following: the planet 
is urbanizing at the fastest rates in 
human history. According to the Unit-
ed Nations, by mid-century seven in 
every ten humans will live in an urban 
area with the most pronounced urban 
growth to take place in medium-sized 
urban areas, rather than megacities. Try 
to imagine medium-sized municipali-
ties, like Markham, Saskatoon, Regina, 
Burnaby, Gatineau, or Windsor, with 
500,000 to one million inhabitants 
by 2050. Unless properly managed 
and innovatively designed, this type 
of growth will bring more risks than 

Changing our perception
Converting impervious space into 
resilient assets
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Cities fear the damage done when the rain starts to 
pour. With a new approach to grey assets, that fear 
will wash away.
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advantages, more social pressures than 
economic growth and more stress on 
critical infrastructure. If we combine 
rapid and unplanned urbanization 
with the negative effects of climate 
change (longer and more intense rain 
events, flash floods, and sea-level rise), 
then the future success or failure of 
Canadian cities becomes dependent on 
their ability to design and build in ways 
that make them more adaptive, less 
vulnerable to disruption and, ultimate-
ly, more resilient. 

Urban resilience is no longer the buzz-
word it once was, but rather is a proven 
urban design and policy solution to an 
increasingly complex set of risks and 
“stressors,” as it combines essential 
aspects of urban growth: sustainabil-
ity and climate adaptation, planning, 
construction and development, com-
munity inclusion, and infrastructure. 
While there is minor squabbling about 
a still-elusive standardized definition, 
academics and practitioners largely 
agree that resilience is the capacity 
of an urban system to resist, absorb, 
recover and evolve. Resiliently design-
ing, adapting, and retrofitting the built 
environment of municipalities that are 
exposed and vulnerable to hazards can 
begin to reverse existing risk drivers—
attributes that increase the likelihood 
of smaller, but more regular and costly 
disruptions, as well as larger atypi-
cal events. Parallel to climate change 
and urbanization, other man-made 
risk-drivers include governmental 
knowledge gaps, aging infrastructure, 
ecological degradation, poverty, exclu-
sion of key stakeholders, and poor land 
use management.

However, experts have recently started 
to focus on a new risk driver: tradition-
al engineering. Faced with such a com-
plex risk profile, municipalities and 
the private sector can no longer rely on 
decades-old design practices and a lack 
of information on new engineering 
technologies. Traditional engineer-
ing approaches are effectively being 
outpaced by climate risk. Recognizing 
this weakness, small and larger design 
firms have begun to more actively 
promote and integrate new resilient 

innovations, especially in the area of 
subterranean stormwater capture and 
green infrastructure. The concept of 
“building back better” after a flood 
event rather than using antiquated 
approaches, which likely contributed 
to the disruption, has been gaining 
traction as flood mitigation technolo-
gies have become more accessible.

Because of new design approaches 
and the pressures of increased disaster 
risk, municipalities and the real estate 
development and construction sectors 
have a unique opportunity to convert 
the built environment into resilient 
assets. From the private sector perspec-
tive, real estate developers, recogniz-
ing that risk affects their long-term 
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value chains and business 
continuity, are turning to 
resilient design approaches 
as a municipal benefit. Next 
to the standard palette of 
givebacks that planning 
boards expect from new 
developments or redevelop-
ment projects, innovative 
real estate developers are 
partnering with forward-
thinking design firms to 
integrate greater stormwater 
capture and enhanced green infrastruc-
ture into parking areas, right-of-way 
and sidewalk spaces, and plazas as 
a competitive advantage over other 
bidders and gain the favour of plan-
ning boards for quicker approvals. The 
municipality becomes the beneficiary 
of resilient stormwater management 
that can detain, delay and reduce the 
hydrological load on an aging and 
easily overwhelmed infrastructure, 
thereby saving the city millions on 
costly infrastructure by decentralizing 

flood and stormwater capture. What 
mayor, councilor or planning board 
would not approve flood resilience at 
virtually no cost to the municipality?

From the municipal perspective, 
converting risk-driving impervious 
spaces into resilient assets makes for 
a good business model. According 
to the World Bank and the United 
Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduc-
tion, one dollar invested in resilience 
equals approximately seven dollars for 
response, recovery and reconstruction. 
Since most municipalities have annual 

budgets for repairing existing impervi-
ous surfaces or building new ones, resil-
ience becomes a smart investment with 
proven return on investment. More-
over, benefitting from the knowledge 
transfer and technology exchange from 
successful project implementation in 
the private sector, municipal decision-
makers can craft policies for the repair 
and maintenance of right-of-way, 
streetscape, public realms, bike lanes, 
and parks to mandate subterranean 
stormwater capture. Over time, the 
private and municipal sectors can turn 
impervious spaces into resilient assets.

Waterloo’s ION Light Rail System 
is lined with flood mitigating green 
infrastructure and tree pits; an 
innovative use of pedestrian spaces 
to increase the resilience of critical 
transport infrastructure.
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Markham’s Free Methodist Church, whose spaces were 
designed for subterranean stormwater capture, green 
infrastructure, and water re-harvesting. This reduces stress 
on municipal water infrastructure, which saves Markham 
money on costly pipe and catch basin repairs. (Rendering)

In Canada, municipalities and their 
private sector partners have demon-
strated the viability of this approach. 
As a type of retrofitting of the right-of-
way, the region of Waterloo strategi-
cally installed flood mitigating green 
infrastructure and tree pit technology 
alongside segments of its 19-kilome-
ter long light rail system. Designing 
sidewalk spaces with the additional 
performance of flood capture and 
enhanced tree canopy will extend the 
LRT’s life cycle, ensure that less service 
disruptions occur, and reduce the risk 
of costly asset loss (carriages, track, 
switching technology, and stations).

In Tavistock, a real estate developer 
integrated large-scale stormwater cap-
ture into its design plans. In an effort to 
protect local waterways and enhance 
municipal flood management, Apple 
Homebuilders designed their Ponds 
residential community with subter-
ranean capture technologies. Similarly, 
designers and construction engineers at 

Cameron Welch Management opted for 
a multi-role stormwater management 
system for the Markham Free Methodist 
Church. By capturing pluvial, flood and 
rain waters in the design of the struc-
ture, the church’s foundation gener-
ates additional municipal benefits of 
reducing combined sewage outfalls and 
protecting water quality, as well as the 
ability to re-harvest captured water for 
the site’s green infrastructure. 

These cases highlight the capacity 
of municipalities to adapt to a more 
complex set of risks, both man-made 
and natural, by pivoting to innova-
tive design approaches and creative 
technologies. Cities do not have to 

completely redesign their spatial 
footprint, but they are beginning to 
show that rethinking their relationship 
with impervious space does not have 
to be one of risk generation. Instead, 
more and more real estate develop-
ers, urban planners, and design and 
engineering firms, as well as mayors 
and councillors, are turning to cost-
effective options to convert risk-driving 
impervious and grey field spaces into 
something of municipal benefit. Ulti-
mately, citizens, the private sector and 
municipalities reap the rewards of a 
more resilient urban environment.

Dr. Alexander Mirescu is the business unit 
head of urban engineering at Pontarolo 
Engineering.  
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ublic-Private Partnerships 
(PPPs) have long been an 
attractive means of infrastruc-
ture procurement given their 
fixed-price nature. A corner-

stone of the PPP structure, the Project 
Company (ProjectCo) contains man-
agement and coordination expertise, 
although it typically self-performs few 
tasks and often passes down virtu-
ally all of its contractual obligations. 
In addition, the ProjectCo generally 
carries limited extra liquidity, and 
where replacement of a major contrac-

tor is necessitated, it is important to 
understand what resources ProjectCo 
can rely on in order to turn the project 
around. During the project term, some 
difficulties are bound to surface, and 
the ability to respond to adversity is a 
key indicator of a project’s resilience.

The construction phase of a PPP is 
generally viewed as riskier than the ser-
vice phase. Not only does the private 
consortium have to deal with various 
physical unknowns, it may also face 
uncertainties interacting with unfa-
miliar government sponsors, including 

P3 resilience
Understanding the key indicators 
that determine a project’s resilience 
during construction

Kevin Li, CFA, MBA
Senior Vice President of 
Infrastructure Finance
DBRS
Toronto, Ontario

P

The lifecycle resilience can also be 
negatively affected if the lifecycle spending 
profile is pushed out as a result of late 
construction completion.
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differences in how 
government coun-
terparties interpret 
and apply the Project 
Agreement (PA). 
Sometimes, rights 
and responsibilities 
are not clearly delin-
eated, and as a result 
time-consuming and 
potentially hostile 
disputes may occur. 
Resilient projects 
have comprehen-
sive yet somewhat 
flexible dispute 
resolution mecha-
nisms that engender communication 
and cooperation between all parties. 
Resilient projects would also feature 
a PA created as a tool to drive desired 
behaviors instead of mechanisms that 
are punitive to the party at fault.

Triggered by severe construction 
delays, the replacement of the con-
struction contractor may be initiated 
by the public-sector counterparty. In 
such a case, ProjectCo is required to 
replace a non-performing contrac-
tor within a certain timeframe to 
avoid termination of the PA. Such a 
replacement scenario would likely 
lead to a re-pricing of the contract, 
which could cause further delays and 
potentially squeeze financial metrics 
materially should further pari passu 
debt be necessitated. As such, contrac-
tor replacement is viewed by DBRS as a 
drastic option, only to be undertaken 
after other remedial efforts have been 
exhausted and it has become apparent 
that the existing contractor will not be 
able to complete the project.

Higher replacement costs can be exacer-
bated by a number of issues, including:

1. Aggressive budgeting and/or inad-
equate contingencies;

2. Schedule optimism;

3. Significant complexity of remain-
ing works;

4. Construction elements completed 
out of sequence, necessitating a 
“rip and tear” approach;

5. Limited timeframe for replace-
ment; and 

6. Where construction has pro-
gressed to a point where technical 
compatibility issues or institu-
tional memory make for a difficult 
replacement.

To mitigate the higher costs, the 
contractor’s security package can be 
valuable to the extent that it remains 
available.

The need to replace a construction 
contractor can also be triggered by 
non-project-related financial difficul-
ties experienced by the contractor or 
its parent company guarantor. In such 
cases, the parent’s guarantee becomes 
less reliable, although the replacement 
premium may be modest, provided 
that the original budget and schedule 
have been well-thought-out and there 
have been no material delays or major 
quality issues. As well, where the con-
tract is standard and well understood 
by the construction market and key 
subcontracts are assignable (allowing 
work to continue unabated), it may be 
easier to entice a replacement con-
tractor to complete the construction. 
Guarantor replacement can potentially 
be mitigated by an effective last man 
standing clause, enabling the remain-
ing solvent partner to take over as guar-
antor, provided that it has the financial 
means to do so.

The perfect storm occurs when the con-
tractor or its parent company guarantor 
is bankrupt, and the project has also 

encountered material delays and qual-
ity issues. This can lead to a substantial 
replacement premium, with poten-
tially little reliable security to foot the 
bills. Once such a perfect storm has 
formed, ProjectCo would have to rely 
on contingencies in the structure to 
mitigate negative impacts. For exam-
ple, ample time to replace a contrac-
tor or longer longstop date under the 
PA will engender more resilience. A 
thorough payment certification and 
withholding mechanism can also be 
helpful to enable early identification of 
problems and provide increased protec-
tion against re-tendering risks.

The service phase can be subject to 
challenges as well. Given the fixed 
nature of the revenue stream and high-
ly leveraged capital structure observed 
in most availability-based PPPs, 
ProjectCo typically has little room to 
weather significant cost overruns. This 
is reflected in the high debt-to-cash 
flow available for debt-service ratio of 
typically around 10 times post-sub-
stantial completion and the minimum 
senior debt-service coverage ratio often 
being as low as 1.15 times over the life 
of the project. Moreover, many PPPs 
tend to start with operations and main-
tenance (O&M) and lifecycle resilien-
cies that are relatively low, because of 
the competitive bidding process, the 
heavy reliance on net present value in 
bid evaluation, and the increased gov-
ernment funding during construction.

For LRT projects and for some social 
projects that involve performance of 
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Things can get complicated when a member of the P3 
team goes bankrupt during construction. Thankfully for 
consortiums involved with the now-bankrupt Carillion, 
many of the key megaprojects they were involved in had 
reached substantial completion.



non-typical tasks (such as running 
and servicing trains) and/or frequent 
technology refreshing requirements, 
respectively, the O&M breakeven ratio 
is often lower than the lifecycle break-
even ratio. The O&M resilience can be 
further challenged by unexpected cost 
overruns, such as energy overconsump-
tion, although some pain share or 

benchmarking mechanisms can offer a 
modicum of relief.

For civil projects, the lifecycle resilience 
tends to be lower than O&M resilience 
and can be eroded by change orders, 
although this can be mitigated if Pro-
jectCo can prove such changes would 
materially alter a project’s risk profile. 

The lifecycle resilience can also be neg-
atively affected if the lifecycle spend-
ing profile is pushed out as a result of 
late construction completion. Under 
such circumstances, to the extent that 
lifecycle funds are still being received 
according to the original schedule, 
stronger projects feature mechanisms 
whereby any unused funds are set aside 
in reserves, rather than being counted 
as excess cash flow immediately avail-
able for equity distribution (unless an 
independent engineer has confirmed 
that such relevant works are no longer 
required to meet handback require-
ments). For highway projects, materi-
ally higher traffic volumes (particularly 
for larger multi-axle vehicles) also 
have the potential to add or accelerate 
lifecycle requirements and, therefore, 
erode a project’s resilience, although 
sometimes compensation is offered 
under the PA to maintain a project’s 
resilience level.

O&M and lifecycle reserves can help 
to manage cash flows but gener-
ally are not relied upon in resilience 
calculations. The standard look-back 
and dynamic look-forward tests and 
reserving through extensive third-
party inspections will be helpful to 
timely identify any re-tendering needs 
and provide better protections. While 
service phase security packages are 
typically much smaller than seen in 
construction, these can also offer a 
measure of safety.

In summary, availability-based PPP 
projects can be resilient to several 
unexpected challenges. Such resilience 
can be realized either through external 
supports, such as the contractor’s secu-
rity package, or with internal buffers, 
such as last man standing clauses, con-
servative budgeting, suitable breakeven 
ratios, flexible and protective clauses 
under the PA, standard construction 
contracts, and proactive inspecting and 
reserving mechanisms. These positive 
attributes could all potentially keep rel-
evant risks at bay and help the project 
survive a perfect storm.

Kevin Li is a senior vice president of infra-
structure finance at DBRS.  
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SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA

s climate change begins to gather 
speed, its impacts become more 
visible each year. It is not just 
about polar bears anymore. It 
isn’t even just about how difficult 
we are making the future lives of 

our children and grandchildren.

Now climate change is affecting us.

Extreme weather did not start with 
climate change, but in Ontario and 
around the world, climate change 
increases the risk of storms and floods, 
extreme heat, and forest fires. In Ontar-

io, insured losses from extreme weather 
are climbing fast. Even after adjusting 
for inflation and GDP, Ontario had an 
extraordinary $1.3 billion in insured 
losses from catastrophic weather in 
2018. Families and organizations prob-
ably suffered at least as much in unin-
sured financial losses, as well as impacts 
on mental health.

That’s partly because Ontario is warm-
ing faster than the world average, and 
can expect to warm much more as 
each decade passes. Warmer average 

Content provided by:
https://renewcanada.net
https://watercanada.net

A

Smart about stormwater
Cities have the tools needed to save billions

Dianne Saxe, Ph.D., 
Environmental Commissioner of 
Ontario, Toronto, Ontario
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temperatures bring wilder, less predict-
able weather, including more frequent 
and severe floods, wind damage, 
droughts, heatwaves and forest fires, 
and occasionally extreme cold. Much 
of Ontario is already getting wetter, 
especially in winter, and some of what 
used to fall as snow now comes as rain.

According to the Insurance Bureau of 
Canada, up to 10 percent of Canadian 
properties may soon be too high-risk 
for private sector flood insurance. 
Perhaps half of those could continue to 
be insurable if protective measures are 
taken, but premiums will presumably 
have to climb.

Shelter from the storm(water)
For people in cities like Toronto, one of 
the most urgent and immediate threats 
will come from stormwater. Warmer 
air holds and drops more water. When 
that extra water falls on hard surfaces 
like roofs, roads, and parking lots, it 
runs off quickly and can cause flooding 
and water pollution. The engineered 
stormwater management systems 
underlying many urban areas—the 
pipes that drain rainwater and melted 
snow away from city streets—cannot 
always accept the increased volumes of 
water that we are already experiencing, 
much less what is ahead due to popula-
tion growth, urban sprawl, and climate 
change. The continuing destruction of 
wetlands and woodlands exacerbates 
this problem through the loss of natu-
ral reservoirs that hold stormwater (see 
Volume 4 of our 2018 Environmental 
Protection Report, Back to Basics).

Torrential downpours already over-
whelm Toronto’s aging stormwater 
infrastructure and wastewater treat-
ment plants, especially in the 23 per-
cent of the city serviced by combined 
sewers. For example, in July 2013, a bil-
lion litres of a filthy mix of stormwater 
and sewage—including garbage, debris, 
and human bodily wastes—flooded 
streets and basements, and washed into 
Toronto’s rivers and Lake Ontario.

In total, 44 Ontario municipalities still 
operate combined sewers, which carry 
both sanitary sewage and stormwater 

in the same pipe. Stormwater is often 
foul even when sewers are separated, as 
it typically carries road salt, petroleum 
products, metal and rubber fragments, 
fertilizers, pesticides, litter, and feces 
from wildlife, pets, and livestock.

Contaminated stormwater also erodes 
and pollutes local beaches, damages 
the habitat of aquatic species, and 
harms Ontario’s tourism and recre-
ational opportunities. This includes 
fishing, boating, and swimming. For 
example, Toronto beaches were too 
polluted for safe swimming 103 times 
in the summer of 2018. For the last 10 
years, the Marie Curtis Park East Beach 
has been too polluted for safe use more 
than a third of summer days.

Practical solutions
Municipalities are obliged by law to do 
everything reasonable to keep pol-
lution out of lakes and rivers. Their 

options to reduce flooding and pollu-
tion caused by stormwater and com-
bined sewer overflows include:

1. Reducing the amount of storm-
water that flows into storm sewers 
and combined sewers with:

• Downspout and weeping tile 
disconnection programs;

• Green infrastructure to reduce 
surface runoff towards streams 
and sewers; and

• Stormwater fees, to give property 
owners a financial incentive to 
keep stormwater out of sewers, 
and to provide the funds needed 
for stormwater infrastructure.

2. Reducing sanitary flows that mix 
with stormwater in combined 
sewers with water conservation 
programs.
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Toronto’s Green Roof Bylaw is a good start, 
requiring certain buildings to retain at least 

five millimetres of precipitation.



3. Keeping stormwater and ground-
water from mixing with sanitary 
sewage by:

• Replacing combined sewers with 
separate pipes for stormwater 
and sanitary waste; and

• Improving leak detection and 
repair to reduce groundwater 
infiltration of combined sewers.

Toronto is taking some, but not all, of 
these steps. For example, Toronto has 
refused to charge stormwater fees, even 
in areas serviced by combined sewers. 
Such charges allow municipalities to 
collect the true cost of providing each 
piece of land with stormwater and sew-
age service, and use the money for this 
purpose. Kitchener and Mississauga 
are two of many successful examples. 
Instead, Toronto’s current funding sys-
tem allows nearly a free ride to parking 
lots, warehouses, and other impervious 
land uses that dump large stormwater 
costs onto the public purse.

Toronto could also do much more 
with green infrastructure, which it can 
now count as “infrastructure” in its 
asset management plan. Rain gar-
dens, bioswales, and other absorbent 
surfaces can clean stormwater runoff 
and reduce its speed and volume while 
cooling the air. Toronto’s Green Roof 
Bylaw is a good start, requiring certain 
buildings to retain at least five millime-
tres of precipitation, but pales in com-
parison to the amount of rain the city 
can expect to receive. In August 2018, 
some areas of Toronto received 130 
millimetres of precipitation in a single 
storm, almost all of which flooded 
swiftly into the sewers.

The big picture
Climate change presents all cities with 
enormous challenges and opportuni-
ties. We must simultaneously slash our 
dependence on fossil fuels that cause 
climate pollution (mitigation) and get 
ready for what’s ahead (adaptation). 
Fortunately, there is a lot that cities can 
do. Getting smarter about stormwater 
by using proven tools and technolo-
gies can save millions for cities and the 
people who live there.

Dianne Saxe is the Environmental Com-
missioner of Ontario.  

Getting smarter about stormwater by using 
proven tools and technologies can save 

millions for cities and the people  
who live there.

Flooding has become a multi-billion-dollar 
problem for the City of Toronto, and the problem is 
only going to get worse.
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MEDIA INSIGHT

ou’ve been contacted by a reporter who has some 
questions about legislation or regulations impact-
ing public works. Well, I know you’ve probably got 
it covered on a local level, but if they’re looking for 
insight on a larger scale and you’re not quite sure how 

to answer, look no further than APWA Government Affairs.

Here are all the Government Affairs resources available to 
assist you:

Advocacy News
Say the reporter is asking 
about a bill that’s being 
voted on in the U.S. Sen-
ate, or the rule which the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) is seeking 
comments on. When you 
first land on the APWA 
home page (www.apwa.net) 
you will see a section titled 
“Advocacy News” under 
the scrolling banner; this 
is where the Government 
Affairs team posts brief summaries of the latest happenings 
on Capitol Hill, or federal agencies (related to public works). 
Usually there are four or five news items up on the home 
page at one time, but to see prior ones, simply click the 
“More” button.

Washington Report
Another great resource, and perhaps my personal favorite, is 
the APWA Washington Report. In case you’re unfamiliar with 

the Report, it’s a newslet-
ter sent out every Monday 
that Congress is in session, 
covering the latest United 
States national legislative 
and regulatory news affect-
ing public works and public 
works professionals. In the 
Report the highlights are laid 
out in a bulleted, easy-to-
digest format, with plenty of 
links to additional infor-
mation. Also, at the bottom is an “On the Horizon” section, 
which details the week’s Congressional hearings and webi-
nars. Feel free to forward the report to the reporter, but if the 
Report got lost somewhere in the depths of your inbox, don’t 
worry—you can view all past editions under the Government 
Affairs tab of the APWA website.

Public Policy Priorities
Or what if the reporter wants to 
know where your department 
or chapter stands on certain 
legislative issues such as whether 
we support a transportation user 
fee? Or our position on permit-
ting review times? Head to the 
Government Affairs section of the 
website, and you will find a tab 
titled “APWA Public Policy Priori-
ties.” From there you can view our 
Transportation, Water Resiliency, 
and Emergency Management 

On the home page, under the scrolling 
banner, you will find “Advocacy News” 
where the Government Affairs team 
summarizes current events happening 
on Capitol Hill.

In case you missed an edition of 
Washington Report, all past editions 
are posted on the Government Affairs 
section of www.apwa.net.

APWA’s Policy Priority Documents 
can all be found under the 
Government Affairs section of 
www.apwa.net.

Y

Using APWA Government Affairs 
resources to help with a media inquiry
Emily Dowsett, Government Affairs Media Manager, American Public Works Association, Washington, D.C.
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& Response policy documents, as well as one overarching 
document that summarizes all three. Each document opens 
as a PDF, so if you wanted to preemptively share one (or all) 
of these with a reporter, you can just download it, save, and 
send! Full disclosure, we use these when answering media 
inquiries ALL the time, because they are succinct, public 
policy positions approved by APWA’s Board of Directors.

House Public Works & Infrastructure Caucus
Maybe the reporter you’re talking to has really done their 
research, and they know there is a Public Works & Infra-
structure Caucus in the U.S. House of Representatives. Again, 
under the Government Affairs tab on the APWA website, you 
will find a link to “House PW & Infrastructure Caucus.” Here 
you can find a full list of the current caucus members, as well 
as the current co-chairs. (Friendly reminder, if you don’t see 
your Representative on that list, be sure to reach out to them 
and ask them to join!)

Research
The newest addition to the Government Affairs section of 
the APWA website is the research section! Here you will find 
PDFs of research about public works, all broken down into 
easy-to-understand infographics and graphs. The Govern-
ment Affairs team shares these regularly with both Congres-

sional offices and the media. You will find handouts break-
ing down the top five public works projects for each state, an 
infrastructure 101 overview, all Presidential Declarations of 
Disaster over the past 10 years, and more.

@APWAGovAffairs 
The @APWAGovAffairs Twitter account is another great 
resource; while it isn’t on the APWA website, it only takes a 
couple more clicks. This is where you will find articles related 
to legislation, announcements from policy makers or Com-
mittees, links to livestreams of Congressional hearings, etc. 
all related to public works! The Twitter account is really a 
(almost) live look inside the Government Affairs department: 
what hearings are being followed, what legislation is being 
tracked, and all Capitol Hill activities impacting public works.

Staff
Last, but definitely not least, please don’t hesitate to reach out 
to APWA Government Affairs staff. We handle media inqui-
ries regularly and are happy to answer any questions about 
federal legislation or regulations related to public works. If a 
reporter would like to speak with APWA, please have them 
contact me at edowsett@apwa.net or (202) 701-4554.  
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OPEN YOUR WINTER TOOLBOX

opefully by the time you are reading this winter is over 
and done with in your neck of the woods (although 
I know that is not the case for everyone). I think for 
many of us, especially in the Midwest, this has seemed 
to be a rather long and somewhat challenging winter, 

so forgive some sighs of relief as it winds down!

The question arises, though, now that winter is done, what 
is there to do in the general field of winter maintenance? The 
answer, of course, is quite a lot!

Different agencies will of course have different priorities, but it 
seems that for many agencies at this time of year, job one is get-
ting your trucks and equipment thoroughly cleaned. This both 
serves to remove any salt residue from the equipment (thus 
minimizing corrosion over the summer months) and provides 
an opportunity to double check that all hoses, connections, 
and so forth are still in good shape. Many agencies use some 

sort of neutralizing compound after what might be termed 
a deep cleaning. Additionally, there seems to be a consensus 
that getting your trucks “up in the air” and taking a good look 
underneath them is well worthwhile at this time.

Certainly, this is a good time of year to take care of all the little 
mishaps (some, perhaps, not so little) that have happened to 
your equipment over the winter season. It is said that if you 
want to break something, put it on a snowplow! But that is not 
the only thing that needs to be considered at the end of the 
winter. A much broader, and in many ways, more important 
issue is determining how the winter went for you and your 
agency. How should you measure that?

As in prior discussions about measuring performance, it is 
important to differentiate between outputs and outcomes. 
Outputs are how much effort you expended over the winter 
season—how many hours were worked, how much salt was 

AFTER THE SEASON
Wilfrid Nixon, Ph.D., P.E., PWLF, Member, APWA Winter 
Maintenance Subcommittee

H

Potholes – one of the banes 
of the post-winter season!
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used, how many hours were the various bits of equipment used 
for. All of these things are good to know, but to put them in 
context you need two additional bits of information.

First and foremost of these is the outcomes your efforts 
achieved. Did you meet your levels of service goals for each 
storm? In some ways this is the most important measure, but 
it needs to be put into context. Meeting your levels of service 
for a one-inch snowstorm is one thing, but meeting them for a 
one-half-inch ice storm is quite another challenge and a much 
harder one. The need to at the very least note what sort of win-
ter storm you faced is critical, especially if this report is going to 
be made public (which it likely should be—the public pay the 
bills so they should get to see the results of their funding). You 
can of course get more sophisticated with this—there are a vari-
ety of winter storm indices available that allow you to assign 
a numeric value for each storm, but the very first step is some 
sort of written report of how bad each storm was. Without 
that, you have an incomplete record of your winter.

So, now that you have taken care of your equipment and 
recorded how bad your winter was, what should be your next 
step? Probably, getting your salt stockpile back up to ideal 
levels should be the next thing on your post-winter “to do” 
list. Filling a salt stockpile is much easier to do outside the 
winter months, and the price that you pay for your salt may 
well reflect that. In fact there is good evidence to suggest that 

the earlier you can get your salt bids in after the end of the 
winter season, the better the price for salt you will get, all 
other things being equal. So, get your salt stockpile refilled as 
soon as you can.

Which brings us if not to the final thing, to one of the latter 
issues you will face at the end of your winter season. Bad winter 
weather brings not only the immediate challenge of snowfall, 
but the longer-term challenge of potholes, and few things 
(other than driveways and mailboxes) get the public more riled 
up than potholes. Should you have a pothole issue this spring 
you will find a great deal of help by way of the APWA pothole 
fact sheet, accessible at: https://www.apwa.net/MYAPWA/
About/News___Media/Public_Works_Fact_Sheets/MyApwa/
Apwa_Public/About/News___Media/Public_Works_Fact_
Sheets.aspx?hkey=9d123d48-ebc7-48bc-940c-692cda8c1730 
– this gives you all sorts of useful info about how potholes form, 
how you can avoid them forming, and how to effectively fix 
them should you find yourself afflicted by them. Get them 
fixed quickly and your community will love you—let them 
linger and they will not be so accommodating!

So, yes, winter is over now, but the winter tasks are not done 
with, not by a long chalk!

Wilfrid Nixon can be reached at (319) 594-4447 or at 
nixonwilfrid@gmail.com.  
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PW TECH MANAGEMENT: LEADERSHIP IN NEW TECHNOLOGY

hinking about smart water meters?

Having had three opportunities to install smart 
meters in a few communities I had thought, well this 
should be easy. Right? Meters that read themselves, 

saves money in the long run, no more driving around, 
no more manual reads, no more rereads, all brand-new 
stuff, more accurate stuff, should be a no-brainer, right, it’s 
“smart” stuff?

Not so fast…

I am not really concerned with telling you about the specifi-
cations and technical side of these technological wonders, as 
I am the selling of this initiative as something really worth 
doing, but it’s more about being prepared for the various 
pitfalls of the selling of the program, handling the nay-
sayers, engaging the process, and managing expectations 
before, during, and after the implementation process, which 

T
Jim Proce, ICMA-CM, PWLF, MBA, City Manager, City of Anna, Texas, and member, 
APWA Leadership & Management Committee

Be smart about smart water meters… 
this is a no-brainer!

Installation of this technology saves money, 
maximizes accuracy, provides control to 
customers, and provides much-needed capacity 
for other maintenance.
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is really the story here. So, after a few iterations of this, I 
learned something each time and every time, thinking I had 
found all the obstacles…but did I?

Generally, these technological wonders make great sense, 
intuitively. Water meters that read themselves, like magic! 
Let’s just plug and play!

Well, before you take that approach, be clear, there will be 
setbacks and obstacles all throughout the project, unless you 
know what to look for and you can and should be prepared 
to act quickly when you encounter such issues, to overcome 
those obstacles, and to keep things moving forward.

How might you do this? Try looking at several of these…

Team Selection – Start with the end in mind. Who is your 
internal team? Who will make decisions? Who is the lead? 
Get all of this figured out first—finance, financing, inspec-
tion, design, construction, maintenance, communication, 
and outreach—and cover every aspect; even if you are com-

pletely hands-off, treat this project as you would any other 
complex project. While this seems fairly cut and dried, the 
public consumption of this particular issue may bring forth 
folks you never previously engaged. Are you ready for a new 
level of crazy?

Construction Project Manager – Who is going to manage 
this whole thing? Are you doing it? Do you know what you 
are doing? In one implementation I had a great opportu-
nity to engage a guy who was going to be tasked with this. 
Newsflash, he had never managed a project before. I set very 
specific expectations, what to do when there’s a problem, 
whom to call, when to shut things down, and really pro-
vided the guidelines for successful implementation. Were 
their problems? Heck yeah, but he did everything he was 
supposed to do and fixed everything. I was lucky, he was the 
right guy! You may not be as lucky, so get a good construc-
tion manager with an eye for detail and set expectations for 
performance and problem-solving up front.

Procurement issues and processes – It’s important to work 
through all the procurement options, specifications and 
requirements (in alignment with your agency’s purchasing 
processes of course) and cover all the items that you may 
encounter during this process. Get copies of all recent proj-

ects and use other people’s documents as a reference point; 
they are out there, and some are really good. What did they 
ask for? What did they do themselves if anything? How tech-
nical were they in the documents? How will they address 
conflicts? The point is, there are lots of ways to approach 
this, so make sure what you do suits your team and gets what 
you want.

Preproposal issues – You should conduct a non-mandatory 
pre-proposal meeting, and don’t worry, they will come. You 
won’t have all the answers, but they will have lots of ques-
tions that you will have to research, and you will have to 
issue an addendum to answer them, but that’s okay. Often, 
questions from proposers will lead to items you may not 
have thought of, and you’ll have an opportunity to make the 
appropriate adjustments in your planning and execution. 
Embrace this opportunity.

Design issues (telemetry) – Making all this stuff work 
certainly isn’t in your typical skill set, as I am guessing if 

Get GPS locations, base elevations 
and heights, ownership contact 
information, and identify any 

rights you can grant and things 
you can’t grant

Look out for spiders and fire ants!
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you work in a public works department you are not a radio 
frequency engineer. What you can do to assist is to iden-
tify locations, like cell towers, water towers, other com-
munication towers, tall buildings and things of the sort. 
Get GPS locations, base elevations and heights, ownership 
contact information, and identify any rights you can grant 
and things you can’t grant. Identify any local permitting 
requirement and where applicable any zoning require-
ments, which may be a concern if you have to erect a tower. 
Make all this information part of your proposal documents. 
The more you do up front the easier this will be when the 
design is in progress.

Construction issues and opportunities (broken stuff, 
meter boxes, verification of work) – When you start to 
actually install all this new stuff, you will find all sorts of 
old stuff, and you will break things, cause more leaks, need 
additional meter boxes, have to tear up driveways, side-
walks, plants, people’s yards, and generally find all sorts of 
unforeseen constructability issues, that you will have to pay 

for. This may include utility relocations, cut 
lines, conflicts with others buried utilities, 
some that you don’t control, and more. The 
point is, if it’s in the right-of-way it will find 
you and you’ll need to deal with it. This may 
require re-tapping water services, relocating 
almost anything in conflict, and fixing all 
sorts of old infrastructure, related or not to 
your project. Assume the worst and make sure 
you have line items for all the appurtenances 
and things you may encounter. To help you 
identify these things, talk to the guys who 
work on this stuff every day and ask them 
for input. You’ll be pleasantly surprised. In 
one circumstance I had some serious tree 
stumps and roots to contend with, removal 
of vehicles, and lots of weird stuff. This might 
not need to be in your contract, but you will 
have to deal with it when it is an obstacle.

Twelve years out? – So, you bought all new 
stuff and you got it all installed and working 
and everyone is happy. What happens in 12 
years when it’s time to replace it all, again? 

In the past you might have had an asset management plan 
that replaced 10% of all the meters each year. This is nice 
because your budget is flat and the people in finance and the 
city manager like this, because its steady and predictable. 
When you come in 12 years from now and need to spend a 
kazillion bucks to replace all this stuff again, since its old, 
they really hate those financial spikes, even when they are 
predictable. To avert this, you might consider financing this 
original installation to flatten the budget. Have this discus-
sion with your finance director and city manager and let 
your city council and public know why as well. No one likes 
the 12-year surprise, so don’t make that your legacy.

Transition from old to new (when and how to go live?) – 
When you go live you need a plan, and your contractor/sup-
plier needs to be part of this. Are you running tests? Will the 
work be done in quadrants/districts? As you do installs? How 
reliable is the old system and will you be covered and capture 
info as you go? How will you keep everyone informed? This 

When you start to install 
all this new stuff, you will 

find all sorts of unforeseen 
constructability issues, that 

you will have to pay for. 

Ground-level innovation at work
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includes billing people, operational people, contractor, and 
citizens. Screw this up and you’ll be on the news. Planning 
and status meetings are a must throughout and while this 
may seem like a simple thing, assume frequent meetings and 
assume things will go wrong. It’s better to be overprepared 
and not need it then the opposite.

Transition from old to new (this time it’s a people issue) 
– When you add this new technology, the guy (or gal) who 
maintains the old widget may not have any idea how to 
maintain the new widget and they will let you get all of this 
work done and then casually mention this! (Thanks for the 
input, Sue Hann, I forgot this!) Or worse yet, they’ll just bail 
on you even after you spend money on training! (I had this 
happen when I implemented new software!)

Tower agreements and pole attachments – Like I men-
tioned earlier, having as much information as you can find 
ahead of time will avoid delays once you begin. If you think 
you will need agreements with other utilities, like when 
attaching things to other’s infrastructure like poles, towers, 
and buildings, get those things planned and executed early 
in the process or plan to be delayed.

Public perception – There’s always public perception and 
understanding issues when doing this sort of project. When 
you implement the project will you be saving money? How 
much money will it be? Does it eliminate meter reading 
positions or defer hiring of more people in the future? Can 
you defend that staffing assertion with real data or just anec-
dotal conjecture? Then there’s those stories on the internet 
about meters that register use when no water is flowing 
through them, so how can they possibly be accurate when 
they have no moving parts? Are you ready to answer these 
questions and more? If not then get ready and get out ahead 
of it, with FAQs, social media, website, newsletters and lots 
of talk about the benefits and the rumor control. Provide 
PSAs for public consumption and do your best to educate 
your public and your city council. Believe me, it will be well 
worth it.

“Hey, there’s an app for that!” or monitoring software 
(free or not to be free) – If you are going to provide the 
monitoring application, this is a great benefit for your pub-
lic, especially if you have tiered billing systems. This software 
will give your public the ability to manage and monitor their 
own usage. Educated customers are good customers. But you 
need to decide, are you giving this application to the users 
for free or are you charging them a fee to generate revenue 
for the utility? This really is best left to your governing board 
as a policy decision and it is different in every city depen-
dent upon public perception. Don’t leave it to chance and 
get this resolved long before you go live. Oh, and you better 
show them how it works, and why it’s important, and how 
they can get value out of it.

Increased water bills – This is where the real fun begins! 
Once you replace all the old stuff, be prepared for the new 
stuff to be more accurate, hence higher bills, more com-
plaints, more potential criticism, because we are all crooks 
and we are trying to take all their money with these evil little 
gadgets (not really but I have encountered that sort of push-
back). You deserve to collect revenue for the water you sell, 
but prepare your customers for the sticker shock. The older 
the system being replaced, the worse this impact may be. 
Get the word out early. It can be helpful to consider gradu-
ated implementation, payment plans, average billing for a 
set period of time, anything to smooth the impacts. Also, if 
you do not have a test bench (to check meters), arrange for 
this. In one city we made an agreement with a neighboring 
city to check each other’s meters. This provided a degree of 
impartiality with no cost.

Talk to your friends – When all else fails, talk to your 
neighboring agencies, call vendors and ask lots of questions, 
search the internet and check with APWA too. Wherever 
someone has done this, you may find other obstacles to 
overcome, tricks to employ, pitfalls to avoid, and communi-
cations to share. I am sure there are more than what I have 
stated here, but if you’re about to do this, then I hope I have 
got you thinking.

Communications – Remember, communicate, communi-
cate, communicate, before, during, and after and with all 
stakeholders, teammates, and your governing board, using 
every opportunity to engage everyone and maybe being 
smart about smart water meters will be a no-brainer after all.

Jim Proce is a member of the Leadership and Management Com-
mittee, Awards Committee, and the Top Ten Public Works Lead-
ers of the Year Selection Committee. He is the Vice President of 
the North Central Texas Branch. He is the current City Manager 
for the City of Anna, Texas, a high-growth community in the 
Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex. He can be reached at jproce@
annatexas.gov.  

You deserve to collect revenue for 
the water you sell, but prepare 
your customers for the sticker 

shock. The older the system being 
replaced, the worse this  

impact may be. 



INTERNATIONAL IDEA EXCHANGE

he regional town of Parkes in 
NSW is going through a once-in-
a-lifetime renewal of its key water 
infrastructure, including its water 
treatment plant (WTP) and sewage 

treatment plant (STP). The council has 
implemented a range of initiatives to 
improve the resilience of the WTP, STP 
and associated infrastructure: a multi-
disciplinary climate change risk assess-
ment, solar photovoltaic augmentation 
and an improved STP outfall design.

Critical infrastructure such as the 
WTP and STP are highly vulnerable 
to the effects of climate change. As 
such, Parkes has integrated measures 
into their designs to ensure that their 
water and wastewater infrastructure, 

including the design of the STP outfall, 
are more resilient to climate change 
impacts such as floods, storms and heat 
waves. A range of renewable energy 
options were considered as part of the 
WTP and STP projects, with fit-for-pur-
pose and future-proofed solar energy 
playing a major role in the climate 
change mitigation.

Climate change
In the past, water and wastewater treat-
ment plants were designed on the basis 
of historical weather records, assuming 
that the climate will remain stationary. 
However, climate change means this 
assumption is no longer valid and the 
lifespan of infrastructure is required to 

Building a resilient future for 
Parkes’ water infrastructure

Julian Fyfe, Infrastructure 
Technical Manager, and Jason 
Myers, Infrastructure Technical 
Manager, Parkes Shire Council, 
Parkes, New South Wales, 
Australia; and Daniela von 
Rabenau, Director and Principal 
Consultant, Gea Environmental, 
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
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be designed, constructed and operated 
to cope with the projected changes in 
climatological conditions.

The needs and benefits of resilience 
measures can and should be identi-
fied through a Climate Change Risk 
Assessment. Parkes performed a Cli-
mate Change Risk Assessment for the 
WTP and STP by staging a multidisci-
plinary workshop involving repre-
sentatives from principal contractors, 
design subcontractors, technical and 
environmental consultants, senior 
council management, government 
stakeholders and council communi-
cation personnel.

The risk assessment identified possible 
climate effects based on projected cli-
mate change data and appropriate risk 
mitigation and adaptation measures. 
The remainder of this section focuses 
on climate change risk adaptation 
which is most relevant to resilience.

Possible climate effects
The climate change risk assessment 
identified four primary and seven 
secondary climate effects for the WTP 
and STP.

The primary climate effects included:

• Mean surface temperature
• Solar radiation
• Average annual rainfall
• Extreme rainfall

The secondary climate effects included:

• Extreme temperature and heat-
waves

• Bushfire weather
• Flood and flash flood events
• Drought
• Storm events and wind speed
• Evapotranspiration
• Increased carbon dioxide

Appropriate risk management
A total of 38 climate risks, both direct 
and indirect, were identified. By 2030 
both treatment plants are anticipated 
to face five high risks, which will 
increase to 11 high risks and three very 
high risks by 2090.

The key risks included:

• Increased safety concerns for 
personnel

• Increased heat load on treatment 
plant materials

• Inundation of facility infrastruc-
ture including electrical systems, 
concrete and other structures

• Potential power outages to critical 
plant electrical systems

• Potential changes in composition 
(both biological and chemical) of 
intake and discharge streams

• Community concerns regarding 
water supply and safety

It was anticipated that through project 
design, all high and very high risks 
could be reduced to a residual risk rat-
ing of medium through the implemen-
tation of recommended management 
and adaptation measures.

Adaptation measures
Appropriate climate change adaptation 
measures were considered by the coun-
cil with the majority of the recommen-
dations being implemented. In fact, 
the climate change risk assessment 
validated the risk identification and 
management process that the council 
was already implementing.

Additional measures proposed as a 
result of the risk assessment included 
a combined approach that eliminated 
the risks via design where practi-
cable and minimized risks that were 
unavoidable. The following outlines a 

few of the key recommended adapta-
tion actions:

• Duplicate critical water pipelines 
to allow for redundancy in the 
event of damage from storm, heat, 
or other extreme events.

• Implement relevant emergency 
procedures to respond to heat 
events.

• Incorporate a fire suppression 
system into switch rooms and on 
roof tops to manage the impact of 
fire damage including potential 
bushfire impacts.

• Implement an evaporative cooler 
demand management program to 
help reduce energy requirements.

• Continue to pursue a regional 
approach to water security and 
increase capacity to recycle water 
through liaison and collaboration 
with neighboring councils.

• Utilize excess stormwater to 
improve and supplement existing 
STP ponds and increase habitat 
potential.

• Expand the renewable energy 
strategy (including an uptake in 
photovoltaic capacity) to investi-
gate ways to minimize the need for 
external power supply (including 
battery storage).

These measures will assist in building 
the resilience of the treatment plants 
to cope with greater frequencies and 
severity of extreme weather events.

Parkes STP outfall channel looking from pipe 
transition headwall westwards to Goobang Creek
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Photovoltaic systems
Planning for the photovoltaic sys-
tems came about in the early stages of 
project planning and involved devel-
oping sustainability design principles 
and options prior to the preliminary 
design. The photovoltaic system 
packages were managed as separate 
contracts interfaced with the prin-
cipal contract for the WTP and STP. 
Parkes has invested in photovoltaic 
arrays at both the WTP and STP sites 
to support the plant’s high operational 
energy demands. The systems will see 
a significant reduction in the council’s 
non-renewable energy consumption, 
consequently reducing the region’s car-
bon footprint. Photovoltaic augmenta-
tion has been an important climate 
change mitigation measure. However, 
from a resilience perspective its key 
benefit is the reduction of dependence 
on the grid, which in turn will enable 
the plants to withstand the impacts of 
climate change.

In the planning stages of the photo-
voltaic augmentation, a renewable 
energy provider conducted a return on 
investment (ROI) risk assessment. The 
ROI utilized system performance data 
identified by other energy consultants 
to model the energy consumption 
of both plants, calculating expected 
photovoltaic performance values based 
on a 100kWp system. The predicted 
payback period for the investment 
based on the cost of implementation 
and amount of solar energy expected to 
be generated for a 100kWp system was 
eight years.

The payback period of the solar instal-
lation relies on a number of variables; 
these include cost of product, cost of 
installation, energy provider tariffs and 
amount of solar energy generated.

It was identified that the WTP energy 
demands varied monthly, with 
daily energy fluctuations. Modelling 
predicted approximately 20% of the 
plant’s energy demand will be supplied 
by a 100kWp system over a 12-month 
period. In comparison, the STP model-
ling was based on the plant operating 

at its standard conditions of 1.8ML/d. 
Modelling showed 22% of the STP’s 
energy requirements, on any given day, 
were offset by the 108kWp system.

Additionally, if the population was 
to increase significantly, the STP may 
operate at a capacity of 3ML/d with 
approximately 18% of the STP power 
draw being offset.

Opportunity to align plant 
operation within solar hours
Financial savings can be maximized 
if the plant’s maximum energy draws 
correspond with hours of peak sun-
light. Since the modelling was under-
taken in 2015, Parkes have expanded 
the STP photovoltaic array to a 288 
kWp system and propose to expand the 
WTP array to a similar size. The expan-
sion will be managed to ensure opera-
tional energy best practices, with fully 
automated plant processes that aim to 
have all plants operating at peak power 
demand coinciding with peak photo-
voltaic energy production periods.

The expansion means there is potential 
to shift loads from early morning and 
late night (traditional off-peak times) to 
peak daylight hours, with excess solar 
energy generation reducing grid energy 
consumption substantially. The auto-
mated plant processes are to be based on 
the hierarchy of power supply being:

1. Photovoltaic energy
2. Off-peak mains power
3. Shoulder/peak mains power

STP outfall
During the review of the STP design a 
concerted effort was made to resolve ero-
sion issues at the STP effluent discharge 
point, caused by historic overland flows. 
Several iterations of the channel design 
were carried out to eliminate scouring, 
flooding and erosion and to ensure the 
infrastructure was both ecologically 
sensitive and resilient.

Preliminary designs allowed for dis-
charges up to peak wet weather flows 
via a gravity main. The gravity main 

Temporary sediment control installed in 
channel during construction
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The revised design is expected to improve 
the resilience of the system by reducing the 
potential for overland flow and enabling the 

system to withstand heavy rain events.



was to terminate at a point along the 
current discharge channel at a level 
approximately 100mm above the 1 in 
100-year flood level, with rock armour-
ing between the outfall to the dis-
charge point along Goobang Creek.

The need for a review of the prelimi-
nary design was prompted by construc-
tion planning in light of a high risk of 
environmental damage and regulatory 
breaches. During the review, the high 
energy environment and propensity for 
flooding and scouring was re-assessed 
via site inspections involving project 
engineers, environmental specialists 
and council technical and operations 
managers. To mitigate the risks, it was 
determined that an additional 100m 
of pipeline was needed to extend the 
existing infrastructure directly to the 
discharge point.

A rock-armoured discharge apron and 
headwall was designed to dissipate 
flows. The revised design included 
retention of two significant eucalypt 
trees to help stabilize the bank, higher 
geofabric lining, boulder barriers and 
a gentle “stepping” downslope rather 
than abrupt drops.

In addition, the armouring of the area 
directly opposite the pipe headwall 
was increased in size. Overall, the 
revised design is expected to improve 

the resilience of the system by reduc-
ing the potential for overland flow 
and enabling the system to withstand 
heavy rain events. In fact, the heavy 
rain events in 2017 showed the system 
was able to withstand flash flooding.

Building resilience into the future
The implementation of the resilience 
in design initiatives showcases the 
council’s leadership in promulgating 
sustainable outcomes. The climate 
change adaptation measures, photo-
voltaic augmentation and improved 
ecological function at the effluent 
discharge point all aim to minimize the 
effects of climate change, minimize the 
dependency on the grid and improve 
the integrity of the landscape.

This technical article has been adapted 
from the paper “Building Resilience into 
the Parkes Integrated Water Infrastructure 
Renewal Project” which was presented 
at the 2018 Sustainability in Public 
Works Conference. Read the original here: 
https://bit.ly/2DxlxLR

Julian Fyfe can be reached at julian.fyfe@
parkes.nsw.gov.au; Jason Myers can be 
reached at jason.myers@parkes.nsw.gov.
au; and Daniela von Rabenau can be 
reached at daniela@geaenv.com.  
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Parkes STP 300-kW solar 
photovoltaic array
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n April 2017, Durham’s Development Services Center 
(DSC) opened its doors creating an advanced network 
of sustainable communication within Durham. The 
Center was developed to enable both Durham’s develop-
ment community and residents to navigate the regula-

tory requirements and inquiry routes.

The transition to a central customer service structure from a 
dispersed structure has undergone revisions in structure, com-
munication and growth to create a continuously evolving 
streamline process that routes concerns as they form to the 
necessary locations within departments allowing real-time 
responses to inquiries. In contrast, hopping from department 
to department looking for a permit during the busy con-
struction season created barriers and was often intimidating 
people who were not familiar with the Durham process.

The Development Services Center provided a central loca-
tion for contact and routing with technicians from three of 
the core partner groups—Public Works, Inspections, and 
Planning—whose skill sets range from, but are not limited 
to, engineering, architecture, inspections, long-range plan-
ning, process improvement, technical services, data analyt-
ics, and communication expertise.

To address the changing conditions of Durham’s develop-
ment, Durham’s Development Services Center seeks to eval-
uate Durham’s current and future processes within this new 
network. As part of Durham’s Development Services Center, 
a Development Management Team was developed to study 
and identify the barriers and opportunities for communica-
tion and process improvements. Under the Development 
Management Team Charter, the approach was expanded to 

The City of Durham’s  
Development Services Center:  
A step towards sustainability
C. Maie Armstrong, Development Services Engineer, City of Durham, North Carolina, and member, 
APWA Center for Sustainability

I

The Public Works Desk of the DSC is operated by 
Robbin Randolph who coordinates with the DSC 
for the Public Works Department. The Public Works 
Desk works alongside the Inspections and Planning 
Desks to assist the community with development 
questions.
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expedite review routes and to provide recommendations for 
improved communication between existing departments to 
sustain the development process and timely review cycles 
that keep Durham moving.

Cross-departmental engagement throughout the growth of 
Durham’s Development Services Center is critical to success-
ful improvement and sustainability of Durham’s growth. 
It is an opportunity to foster unique, interactive public 
and cross-departmental engagement while improving the 
processes that make Durham a source of growth in North 
Carolina’s economy.

So, what exactly was Durham’s DSC based on? Before the 
doors of Durham’s Development Services Center opened, 
40 partner work groups with varying levels of involvement 
extending from core to ancillary services formed as a rep-
resentation stemming from local and state levels. Durham 
County’s Environmental Heath, Engineering, Erosion and 
Sediment Control, Open Space and Trials, and Soil Conser-
vation District partners with the City of Durham’s Public 
Works, Transportation, Water Management, Technical Ser-
vices, and Parks and Recreation in addition to NCDOT and 
the already collective Departments Durham such as Inspec-
tions, Planning, and the Clerks offices to access a sustainable 
solution to the community’s growth. Part of the Partner 
Work Group activities included visiting other Development 
Service Centers and Departments across the state including 
but not limited to the Town of Cary, City of Raleigh, and the 
City of Charlotte; where similar services had been devel-
oped to address the same degree of development concerns 

Durham was experiencing before the development of the 
new DSC.

Why? Because no one single department could provide a 
solid solution to the diverse concerns that had developed 
throughout the development processes spread out over Dur-
ham’s structure. It took multiple sources of viewpoints, tech-
nical backgrounds, experiences, and resources to develop an 
accurate and complete representation of Durham’s wealth 
of knowledge and resources that the staff brought and 
continuously bring to the table. In order to ultimately cre-
ate an accurate understanding of the development process 
in Durham, this meant that the barriers and stress to the 
system needed to be addressed by all parties of the system no 
matter if they were core or ancillary to create a picture of the 
emerging patterns and inconsistencies of the processes and 
communication systems in place.

As part of Durham’s Development Services Center process 
improvements, the city website received a new page—the 
Development Services Portal—which contains Durham’s 
process flow charts, guidance documents, tracking software, 
frequently asked questions, and a ticketing system to access 
the development timelines and routing at all levels. To assist 
with the transition, the DSC organized a series of “process 
improvement sessions” with the development community 
allowing real-time communication and contributions that 
provided an opportunity to communicate concerns with the 
current processes and the opportunity to contribute their 
time and resources to strengthening the communication 
network established by the DSC. Local organizations have 

The DSC Lobby is the forefront of the DSC. The 
area was designed to be inviting and interactive. 
Computers are available for sign-in and notifications 
to staff for assistance through a ticketing system, 
and there are seating areas and a children’s corner 
for play during the wait.
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also volunteered their time in open communication forums, 
such as the Home-Builder’s Association (HBA), who meet on 
a regular basis with the DSC and partner groups to discuss 
communication concerns, ongoing changes, progress, and 
the resources needed for progress to continue.

The Development Services staff have worked with multiple 
agencies, professional organizations, and partner work 
groups such as the Economic and Workforce Development 
(OEWD) to publish a series of free, easy-to-use small business 
guides called Startup Roadmaps. The collection was kicked 
off with nine small business guides, based on some of the 
most popular small business types started in Durham, that 
provide a comprehensive overview of the regulatory process, 
from registering a business name to grand opening. The 
current available roadmaps include: Catering; Contractor; 

Convenience Store; Daycare; Food Truck; Restaurant; Vehicle 
Services; Vehicle Sales; and Salon, Barber, and Nail Salon.

In addition to the new business guides, website, routing 
assistance, and technical skill sets, the Development Services 
Center provides the traditional method of communication, 
old-fashioned one-on-one contact with residents, contrac-
tors, builders, engineers, and the development community 
at large. Residents are encouraged to walk into the Develop-
ment Services Center, call, e-mail, or create a help ticket. 
While discussing their needs and options they are provided 
a rough template to complete their proposed work in Dur-
ham. The Development Services Center takes pride in their 
engagement with the public and looks to ensure that the 
communication is sustainable, transparent, and open.

Maie Armstrong can be reached at (919) 560-4137 or maie.
armstrong@durhamnc.gov.  

There is always someone available 
in the lobby with a smiling face and 
knowledge to assist the customers.



ETHICS FOR PUBLIC WORKS PROFESSIONALS
This course is designed for individuals who are interested in exploring both personal and professional 
ethics. This course provides practical advice on ethics and emphasizes the importance of ethical behavior 
in personal and professional interactions. It provides real-world examples, as well as advice in dealing with 
the non-technical aspects of our profession. CEUs: eligible for .2 CEUs upon completion.

ETHICS FOR PUBLIC WORKS SUPERVISORS
This course is designed for individuals who are interested in exploring ethics in supervision and 
management. Sometimes public works professionals are faced with difficult public policy choices that 
may stretch our ethical boundaries. Leading in the context of our own ethics is challenging enough, 
but leaders must also manage the ethics of others and discover how to create and maintain an ethical 
culture. Public works leaders must walk the talk, set the tone, hold themselves accountable, and strive to 
create a culture of openness, democracy, merit, and creativity. Only by exercising the principles of ethical 
leadership can we meet the challenges of the future and sustain the public’s trust in our decisions and 
stewardship of public resources. CEUs: eligible for .2 CEUs upon completion.

Start your APWA e-Learning journey today!
For more information go to www.apwa.net/elearning or send an email to lms@apwa.net.

CEUs: We are offering .2 CEUs for the completion of the above mentioned programs.

BUNDLE
PROGRAM

COURSES
INDIVIDUAL

MEMBERS: $96
NONMEMBERS: $192

MEMBERS: $60 each
NONMEMBERS: $120 each

NOW AVAILABLE!
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F
ayetteville, N.C., is the larg-
est city by population in the 
southeastern region and the 
fifth most populous city in the 
state. With a territorial expan-

sion of 147 square miles, Fayetteville’s 
population has grown more than 70 
percent since 1980, largely accredited 
to involuntary annexation on the 
west side of the town and Fort Bragg 
Army base. Fayetteville is strategically 
located in the sandhills characterized 
by its well-drained soils that provide 
ideal opportunities for Low Impact 
Development (LID).

As a regulator, the City of Fayetteville 
is an integral part of the management 
and protection of natural resources. 
Rainwater is one of the biggest contrib-
utors to natural resources by recharging 
the groundwater when it percolates to 
the underlying water table, which in 
turn serves as drinking water supply 
and provides base flow to streams and 
wetlands maintaining habitat quality 
for the aquatic ecosystems. As land is 
developed, the opportunity to infiltrate 
the rainwater and continue the natural 
cycle is decreased and interrupted. 

Leading by example: A municipal 
approach to Low Impact Development

Giselle Rodriguez, P.E., 
CFM, City Engineer, City of 
Fayetteville, North Carolina, 
and member, APWA Center for 
Sustainability

North Carolina Veterans Park
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While communities grow and adapt to 
newer development demands and stan-
dards, the challenge to keep a balance 
is often faced.

A conventional development is one 
that creates large areas of impervious 
surfaces that prevent the infiltration of 
the rainwater while impacting natural 
resources—an impact that is irreversible.

In the last decade, the development 
activity in Fayetteville has remained at 
its peak with a large variety of residen-
tial and commercial projects. Conven-
tional methods of stormwater controls 
are mostly utilized to comply with local 
regulations that impose quantity and 
quality restrictions. Ten percent of the 
sites developed in the last year utilized 
a low impact development approach by 
incorporating green infrastructure. Bio-
retention cells, permeable pavement, 
wetlands and infiltration devices have 
been the primary alternatives selected, 
providing an enhanced aesthetic, 
reduction (or elimination in some 
cases) of gray infrastructure, reduction 
of maintenance, and a cost reduction 
of at least 20 percent.

Fayetteville quickly recognized the 
need to engage in proactive initiatives 
that provide a greater benefit to the 
community instead of impacting the 
quality of life, and become a beacon 

of encouragement for others to do the 
same. Reinforcing its commitment 
as stewards of the environment, the 
City of Fayetteville resolved that it was 
time to give back and enjoy ecosystem 
services. Low impact development was 
the approach selected by the munici-
pality for city development projects in 
the downtown area to include North 

Carolina Veterans Park, a minor-league 
baseball stadium and a greenscape 
along one of the primary gateways.

The North Carolina Veterans Park 
constructed by the City of Fayetteville 
is the first state park dedicated to mili-
tary veterans from all branches of the 
armed services. Along with the many 

Veterans Park 
features bioretention 

cells that treat the 
parking areas and 

rain gardens, as well 
as wetlands and 

vegetative filters to 
treat the rest  
of the park.

Parking lot before stadium construction

Fayetteville’s baseball stadium
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symbolic exhibits that honor veter-
ans from 100 N.C. counties, the park 
features bioretention cells that treat the 
parking areas and rain gardens, as well 
as wetlands and vegetative filters to 
treat the rest of the park. While respect, 
honor and pride shine silently on every 
artistic expression in this park, the 
environmental value of the stormwater 
devices loudly evidence priceless con-
tribution to the natural resources.

A large expanse of deteriorated and 
underutilized asphalt parking lot was 
redeveloped by the City into a base-
ball stadium that will be the home 
of the Woodpeckers, the Houston 
Astros minor-league affiliate. Directly 
adjacent to Cross Creek, the project 
re-purposed a piece of land that was a 
source of pollution into a catalyst of 
economic development while reduc-
ing impervious area by 20 percent and 
managing runoff effectively.

The first “green street” in the City of 
Fayetteville incorporates stormwater 
management features along the road 
through an innovative design that pro-
vides great environmental and aesthet-
ic rewards. Located within the heart 
of downtown Fayetteville, two blocks 
of Person Street (between Cool Springs 
Road and B Street) were redeveloped as 
a road diet greenscape project utilizing 
linear bio-infiltration bump-outs, Silva 
Cells and permeable pavement. The 
downstream receiving stream, Blount’s 
Creek, is biologically impaired and will 
benefit from the improved water qual-
ity provided by the stormwater devices. 
The project resulted in a 36 percent 
reduction in impervious area. Prelimi-
nary data from pre/post-construction 
monitoring revealed that the green 
street provides a 50 percent reduction 
in runoff volume and excellent infiltra-
tion has been measured. The monitor-
ing project is expected to be completed 
this fall.

These municipal projects provide 
several exclusive rewards to include 
the reduction of non-point source 
pollution to streams, protection and 
enhancement of the public health, 

enhanced pedestrian walkways, 
improved access to public transporta-
tion, relocation of overhead utilities 
by underground installation, LED 
lighting, increased number of parking 
spaces, increased economic activity, 
enhanced downtown character and 
quality of life, greater community 
engagement, improved environmental 
resiliency, educational opportunities 
and revitalized aesthetics.

Leading by example offered the City 
of Fayetteville a unique contribution 
to public awareness, education and 
encouragement for cost-effective and 
efficient LID strategies.

Giselle Rodriguez is a Certified Low Impact 
Development Professional. She can be 
reached at (910) 433-1656 or grodriguez@
ci.fay.nc.us.  

Two blocks of Person Street were redeveloped 
as a road diet greenscape project utilizing 

linear bio-infiltration bump-outs, Silva Cells 
and permeable pavement.

Person Street before greenscape 
construction (rendering)

Person Street after 
greenscape construction
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n 2003, 2006, and 2011, devas-
tating storms hit the Huntington 
neighborhood in Fairfax County, 
Virginia. Rainfall and the tidal 
surge from the Potomac River 

caused Cameron Run, which borders 
the northern edge of the community, 
to overflow its banks and flood more 
than 160 homes in this lower-income 
neighborhood. Fairfax County Depart-
ment of Public Works and Environ-
mental Services (DPWES) collaborated 
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
to find a solution to the recurring 
flooding. Ultimately, a levee estimated 
to cost $30M was recommended to 
protect the homes. Federal funds, 
however, could not be used because 
the project did not meet the minimum 
cost-benefit requirements of FEMA. A 
local solution from local leadership was 
required to ensure the future security 
of this neighborhood.

History of Huntington and a 
growing problem
This community of affordable duplex 
housing was built in the 1940s, well 
before the county adopted protec-
tive flood plain ordinances. Many 
homes were located within what 
would become the FEMA-designated 
100-year floodplain. In the 1970s the 
county designated the community as 
a conservation area in order to protect 
this unique neighborhood and to allow 
the use of federal Community Devel-
opment Block Grant funds for better-
ment projects. These funds were used 
to design and construct community 
amenities, including a park, a commu-
nity center, and an improved drainage 
system to address occasional house and 
street flooding. However, over time, 
the flooding problems worsened due 
to increasing development, widened 
roads, increased upstream impervious 

areas, and changing weather patterns. 
The community experienced ever-
increasing occurrences of flash flood-
ing. Routinely, homeowners in Hun-
tington were directed to move their 
vehicles due to street flooding. During 
the floods of 2006 and 2011, public 
safety personnel were even dispatched 
to evacuate people from their homes. 
After the repeated floods, the 100-year 
floodplain was evaluated and raised in 
this area.

The solution and making 
sustainability a guiding principle 
of the project
Because of the lack of federal fund-
ing, Fairfax County stepped up to take 
on the project. In 2012, a stormwater 
improvement bond referendum was 
put to the voters to fund the $30M 
levee needed to protect these homes. 
The referendum was overwhelmingly 
supported by voters and design was ini-

Leadership in sustainability: saving 
a community
James W. Patteson, P.E., Department of Public Works and Environmental Services, Fairfax County, Virginia, and 
member, APWA Center for Sustainability

I

Fairfax County project manager, Aaron Koch, presents the 
levee design to the Huntington Community Association. 
(Photo courtesy of Fairfax County.)
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tiated. From the beginning, the objec-
tives of the project were built upon 
the principles of sustainability, social 
equity, and improved community 
resilience. The primary objective of the 
levee project was to protect the older, 
affordable homes, and provide the 
residents with the security and safety 
enjoyed by other parts of the county. 
The scope of work included creating 
a levee and pump system that would 
meet FEMA accreditation standards. 
The design incorporated an earthen 
levee with a concrete I-wall to an eleva-
tion three feet greater than FEMA’s 100-
year flood plain level. The pump sta-
tion included a redundant pump and 
100 percent back-up emergency power. 
A maintenance program was reviewed 
and approved by FEMA to assure future 
performance. The scope of the project 
went beyond just the design and con-
struction of the flood protection sys-
tem. Community engagement in the 
project was extensive and was instru-
mental in local buy-in to the project. 
Based on community input, the project 
addressed other desired community 

amenities, such as trails added to the 
levee to connect to an existing neigh-
borhood trail network, the relocation 
of a playground previously located in 
the area of the levee, an access way to 
Cameron Run for boaters, and the pres-
ervation and planting of trees to screen 
the pumphouse. During the two-year 
construction phase, measures were 
taken to minimize the impact to the 
surrounding community and provide 
continuing flood protection.

To demonstrate the county’s com-
mitment to sustainable development, 
DPWES pursued Envision Certification 
for the first time with this project. The 
Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure 
awarded the project at the Bronze level. 
The development team was proud to 
learn that the National Capital Section 
of the American Society for Civil Engi-
neers will recognize the Huntington 
Levee as the Sustainable Project of the 
Year for 2019.

It takes a winning team, collabora-
tion, innovation, and leadership
The secret to the success of this project 

was a commitment from all stakehold-
ers to the principles of sustainable 
design. Alan Ruof, Huntington Com-
munity Association President, was an 
amazing partner who kept the com-
munity informed and engaged, and 
willingly rolled up his sleeves to work 
with the DPWES team. The Fairfax 
County Board of Supervisors provided 
great leadership in making this project 
a priority and putting it onto the 2012 
bond referendum. The county project 
management staff looked beyond the 
boundaries of a typical stormwater 
project to embrace other needs of 
the community and collaborate with 
multiple stakeholders. Finally, the 
design and construction team used 
their talents to turn the vision into 
reality. The levee and pumphouse were 
functionally completed in 2018 which 
was the wettest year on record for Fair-
fax County. No homes in Huntington 
flooded during 2018.

James W. Patteson can be reached at 
(703) 324-1716 or james.patteson@
fairfaxcounty.gov.  

Construction of the earthen levee and 
integrated I-wall. (Photo courtesy of 
Fairfax County.)
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n addressing water quality chal-
lenges, the City of Los Angeles 
is not only seeking to comply 
with water quality regulations, 
but also finding ways to achieve 

multiple benefits through sustainable 
means. One of the solutions lies at the 
intersection of wastewater infrastruc-
ture and stormwater infrastructure—
where stormwater and dry-weather 
runoff flows are utilized to benefit 
runoff water quality and wastewater 
treatment plant effluent quality. The 
solution assists us in compliance with 
the Clean Water Act for both stormwa-
ter and wastewater. As we move to have 
multi-benefits projects, we approach a 
new paradigm in water management—
the shift to hydrologic water/mass bal-
ance where the components of water 
supply, stormwater and wastewater are 
managed holistically. See Figure 1.

Implementing sustainable solutions 
to address water quality challenges 
in Los Angeles
Susie Santilena, P.E., Environmental Engineering Associate III, Kyaw Linn, Environmental Engineering Associate II, and 
Marisol Ibarra, Environmental Engineering Associate I, Watershed Protection Program, LA Sanitation and Environment, 
Los Angeles, California

“OneWater” Management Continuum 

Urban Water Transitional City States (Brown, Keath, & Wong, 2008)

Figure 1. Historical stages of water management transitioning to One Water

I
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Water Conservation Triumphs 
and Water Quality Challenges
California experienced historic low 
precipitation and record-high tem-
peratures during the recent drought. 
In January 2014, Governor Brown 
declared the drought a State of Emer-
gency and mandated emergency 
conservation regulations throughout 
the state. In response, the Mayor of Los 
Angeles issued an executive directive in 
October of 2014 to cut down potable 
water use by 20 percent by 2017. Fur-
thermore, the City of Los Angeles has 
begun planning for an integrated water 
strategy to increase local water supplies 
and reduce reliance on imported water.

In three years, the City of Los Angeles 
has successfully reduced its water use 
to comply with the Mayor’s direc-
tive through the combined efforts of 
conservation outreach, enforcement 
on water restrictions, and various 
incentive programs. By February 2017, 
the per capita water use was reduced 
from approximately 130 to 104 gallons 
per day and met the mayor’s goal. This 
success story came with challenges to 
LA Sanitation and Environment, the 
municipal agency that is responsible 
for managing wastewater and stormwa-
ter in Los Angeles, as the reduction of 
potable water use in the City has led to 
smaller sewage flows in the conveyance 
system and to the City’s four wastewa-
ter treatment/reclamation plants. The 
sanitary sewer flows to the Hyperion 
Water Reclamation Plant, the larg-
est facility in Los Angeles with a dry 
weather design capacity of 450 million 
gallons per day, have steadily declined 
over the past ten years despite a rela-
tively constant population. The water 
conservation efforts in more recent 
years have accelerated this decline.

As flows enter the sewer system, scour-
ing velocities will decrease and solids 
are more likely to settle and potentially 
cause more blockages in the sewer 
lines. There is also a potential for more 
odorous emissions from the sewer 
system because sewage is getting more 
concentrated. This could potentially 
increase the cost for corrosion control 
and odor management. Likewise, the 
wastewater treatment/reclamation 

plants may have the challenge of hav-
ing to deal with more concentrated 
inflows, but still ensuring an effluent 
quality that meets the discharge permit 
standards. Ammonia is a primary 
concern. As the plant inflow at Hyper-
ion Water Reclamation Plant decreased 
with time, ammonia concentrations in 
the influent increased despite the total 
loading remaining constant, as shown 
in Figure 2. This has led to increased 
difficulty meeting concentration-based 
effluent limitations at the plant.

Challenges Create Opportunities
Water conservation with declined 
sewage flow rates creates new capacity 
in the existing sanitary sewers and the 
water reclamation plants for treatment 
of alternative sources of water, such 
as urban runoff. Urban runoff (dry 
weather runoff and stormwater runoff) 
in the Los Angeles region is conveyed 
by a municipal separate storm sewer 
system, making this runoff one of the 
major sources of pollutants of receiv-
ing waters, such as Santa Monica Bay 
and Los Angeles River. Accordingly, 
diversion of polluted runoff from 
storm drains to the sewer system, fol-
lowed by treatment at the reclamation 
plants, will assist municipalities with 
meeting their obligations for compli-
ance with stormwater and wastewater 

water quality regulations. The poten-
tial advantages on the wastewater side 
include increased flow rates in sanitary 
sewers, dilution of sewage, and the 
potential for increasing the production 
of recycled water. LA Sanitation and 
Environment has already implemented 
many urban runoff diversions with the 
primary goal of improving water qual-
ity. The focus is now changing to an 
integrated approach for water conser-
vation, water reclamation, and meeting 
water quality goals for both stormwater 
and wastewater.

Santa Monica Bay Dry Weather 
Runoff Diversions
The City of Los Angeles, along with the 
City of Santa Monica and the County 
of Los Angeles, initiated their Low Flow 
Diversion Program for Santa Monica 
Bay in the late 1990s. This program 
consisted of intercepting low flows 
from storm drains and diverting them 
to sanitary sewers (low flow diversions) 
to prevent polluted flows from reach-
ing the ocean during dry weather. 
This was in response to the antici-
pated Santa Monica Bay Dry Weather 
Bacteria Total Maximum Daily Load 
(TMDL), which took effect in 2002 and 
required the municipalities to develop 
and implement solutions for elevated 
bacteria levels along the shoreline 

Figure 2. Declining sewer inflow and increasing influent ammonia concentration at Hyperion Water 
Reclamation Plant
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during dry weather. The construction 
of low flow diversions for diverting dry 
weather runoff was determined the 
most cost-effective solution for several 
reasons: (1) the number of storm drain 
outfalls to Santa Monica Bay was 
relatively small; (2) a large sewer line 
parallel with the coast line provided 
sufficient capacity for accepting addi-
tional dry weather runoff flows; and 
(3) low flow diversion structures are 
relatively simple to construct and are 
mostly located underground (Figure 3). 
Over 23 low flow diversions have now 
been installed along the Santa Monica 
Bay shoreline. This has significantly 
improved beach water quality, as indi-
cated by improving Heal the Bay Beach 
Report Card grades, allowing beachgo-
ers to enjoy the benefits of healthier 
beaches during dry weather.

Ballona Creek Dry Weather 
Runoff Diversion
Ballona Creek is located west of down-
town Los Angeles, running for approxi-
mately 10 miles before discharging into 
Santa Monica Bay. It collects runoff 
from a highly urbanized watershed of 
about 120 square miles. The challenge 
for meeting the bacteria regulations 
for Ballona Creek is that hundreds of 
smaller storm drains discharge into 
the creek; therefore, the Santa Monica 
Bay approach with individual Low 
Flow Diversions at each outfall is not 
feasible. Instead, LA Sanitation and 
Environment embarked on an innova-
tive low flow diversion project that will 
retrofit a major, but abandoned, sewer 
pumping plant facility on the banks of 
Ballona Creek into a low flow diversion 
and treatment facility. This project, 
which is called Low Flow Treatment 
Facility #1, will collect all dry weather 
flow in Ballona Creek for a combina-
tion of treatment and diversion. The 
facility will have a design capacity of 
29 million gallons per day and is the 
largest diversion project being planned 
in the region. The facility will utilize 
ozone treatment for disinfection and 
will release up to six million gallons 
per day of disinfected runoff back to 
Ballona Creek to benefit the Ballona 
Wetlands located further downstream. 
Any additional flows, up to 23 million 

gallons per day, will be diverted into 
the sewer system for conveyance to the 
Hyperion Water Reclamation Plant for 
reuse (Figure 4). The total project cost 
is currently estimated at $24 million, 
which will be funded by all municipali-
ties in the Ballona Creek watershed, as 
well as the County of Los Angeles.

Future Trends
So far, urban runoff diversion projects 
in the Los Angeles region have focused 
on the diversion of dry weather runoff 
as these flows are relatively constant 
and small, and thus much easier to 
handle than stormwater flows. Nev-
ertheless, several municipalities and 
agencies in the Los Angeles region are 
now also looking at the diversion of 
stormwater to the sewer system. One 
of the major challenges is the need for 

available capacity of the existing sewer 
conveyance system and water reclama-
tion plants for accepting stormwater. 
This capacity will especially be limited 
during storm events. However, by 
collecting and storing stormwater for 
delayed release to the sewer system 
(i.e., when sewer flows have returned to 
normal levels), we may be able to fur-
ther make use of the existing wastewa-
ter infrastructure. This will benefit both 
the water quality of receiving waters 
and recycled water production at the 
water reclamation plants in accordance 
with the City’s vision for a sustainable 
water future in Los Angeles.

Susie Santilena can be reached at susie.
santilena@lacity.org; Kyaw Linn can be 
reached at kyaw.linn@lacity.org; and 
Marisol Ibarra can be reached at Marisol.
ibarra@lacity.org.  

Figure 3. Typical process flow of storm drain low flow diversion to the sewer

Figure 4. Process flow diagram of Low Flow Treatment facility #1 at Ballona Creek
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esearchers and practitioners have long understood 
the importance of transportation in economic devel-
opment and housing location choices. For example, 
early advancements of the subway, streetcar, and 
commuter rail systems in New York and other major 

U.S. cities were often led by developers who knew that provid-
ing high-frequency rail transit lines would drive the demand 
for housing and business uses on their land.

While this linkage remains strong today, with easy-to-cite 
examples of transit-oriented development (TOD) in cit-

ies from Boston to Seattle, a much less-studied but equally 
important topic is the economic sustainability impacts of 
integrated transportation and land use. As noted by the 
Brookings Institution, effective plans to address climate 
change often do “not address a major underlying cause of 
environmental harm—decades of poor urban land use deci-
sions. Specifically, better urban land use would reduce green-
house gas emissions (GHGs) from cars and limit the human 
and financial costs caused by developing environmentally 
risky land.”1

R

The Triple Bottom Line benefits of 
transit-oriented development
Dan Hodge, Principal Economist, Autocase, Toronto, Ontario; Steph Larocque, Chief Operating Officer, 
Autocase, Toronto, Ontario, and member, APWA Center for Sustainability

A rendering of the recent mixed-use Thorndike Exchange 
redevelopment project in Lowell, MA with a new pedestrian bridge 
connecting the development directly to the Lowell commuter rail 
station in the background.
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The majority of air pollution and greenhouse gases (GHG) is 
generated by transportation and buildings, so finding ways 
to reduce the number and distance of car trips and lower the 
energy consumption per household would go a long way to 
combating climate change. At the same time, more closely 
integrated transportation and land use development can 
have broader triple bottom line benefits such as increasing 
the property tax revenue per acre of land, improving the 
accessibility of workers to jobs, and increasing the amount 
of active transportation (biking and pedestrian trips) which 
improves health.

The costs of development sprawl (characterized by larger aver-
age parcel sizes for housing and longer distance commutes) 
have been studied and quantified for decades to demonstrate 
the inefficiency and fiscal cost implications of that kind of 
land use.2 More recently, books by renowned urban econo-
mists like Edward Glaeser and Richard Florida have high-
lighted the lower energy consumption and reduced GHG 
impacts of cities compared to suburban and exurban areas. 
Florida notes that “Suburban sprawl is extremely costly to the 
economy broadly. Infrastructure and vital local services—
such as water and energy—can be 2.5 times more expensive to 
deliver in the suburbs than in compact urban centers.”3

The alternative to sprawl goes by different names with 
“smart growth” a common term to describe denser land use 
patterns, smaller average parcel size, mixed uses and walk-
able places, and development concentrated near transporta-
tion nodes. A major study in 2013 on the fiscal benefits of 
smart growth development found that “Whether by saving 
money on upfront infrastructure; reducing the cost of ongo-
ing services like fire, police and ambulance; or by generating 
greater tax revenues in years to come, community after com-
munity has found that smart growth development would 
benefit their overall financial health.”4

To maximize the social and environmental benefits of smart 
growth requires an emphasis on dense mixed-use develop-
ment concentrated around rail transit stations—also known 
as transit-oriented development (TOD).

Measuring and Monetizing the Triple Bottom Line 
Benefits of TOD
Based on the foundation of research referenced above as well 
as the rapidly growing body of environmental, transporta-
tion and social economics research and models, it is now 
possible to quantify and monetize a comprehensive series of 

triple bottom line impacts related to TOD. Doing so requires 
at least three core elements:

1. Clear definition of the transportation, land use 
and development alternatives to be compared – for 
example, this could be a TOD-focused scenario with 
enhanced transit versus a more spread out “business as 
usual” development pattern emphasizing car trips.

2. An analytical framework of triple bottom line 
impacts (costs and benefits) – stakeholders must be 
able to understand and agree on the set of impacts to be 
measured related to energy consumption, vehicle miles 
of travel (VMT), air pollution, lifecycle costs, social ben-
efits of transit and active transportation, etc.

3. Industry standard methods and models to measure 
and monetize impacts – for example, forecasting how 
the number of auto and transit trips varies by scenario 
is complex but there are methods to estimate these 
transportation impacts, which can be converted into 
monetized impacts for air pollution, GHG, congestion 
relief, safety, and low-income mobility options.

Applying Triple Bottom Line Analysis to TOD in 
Minnesota and Massachusetts
Sustainable Redevelopment of Ford Twin Cities Assembly 
Plan in St. Paul, MN. Impact Infrastructure (the makers of 
Autocase software) worked with the City of St. Paul to evalu-
ate the triple bottom line benefits and costs of transporta-
tion alternatives to sustainably redevelop a 135-acre former 
Ford assembly plant into a mixed-use project. The City 
started with a fairly standard, more auto-based transporta-
tion scheme as the base case, and then compared that to a 
scenario with:

• Enhanced transit service frequency and bike infrastructure;
• Increased intersection density for pedestrians;
• Managed parking through shared parking and fees; and
• Provision of a free employee transit program and trans-

portation demand management strategies.

This project applied a comprehensive triple bottom line cost-
benefit analysis (TBL-CBA) to find that transit and active 
transportation can reduce congestion, pollution, noise, and 
carbon emissions. It can also provide low-income families 
with access to more jobs, health care, and food options. A 
better public realm and healthier, safer transportation can 
improve the quality of life. 

Summary of Cost-Benefit Analysis Results 

Impact NPV 
Low (5%) Expected (50%) High (95%) 

Financial Costs (Capital and Operating)  $(68,225,000)  $(47,685,000)  $(32,114,000) 
Benefits  $119,317,000   $117,010,000   $121,401,000  
Total NPV  $51,092,000   $69,325,000   $89,288,000  
BCR 1.75 2.45 3.78 
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The high sustainability alternative was estimated to 
generate between $50 million and $90 million in net 
benefits—a strong benefit-cost ratio of 1.7 to 3.8—
relative to the base case. The benefits were largely 
driven by how the design case would boost transit 
ridership and increase the number of trips using 
active transportation (biking and walking), with 
Impact Infrastructure applying proven models to 
capture the economic, environmental, and social 
benefits that stem from those investments.

Potential of TOD in Massachusetts Gateway 
Cities. A project led by MassINC (managed by co-
author Dan Hodge) evaluated the potential for TOD 
in Massachusetts’ Gateway Cities—small to mid-
sized economically distressed cities outside Boston.5 
This research initiative builds on state policies to 
spur transformative development in these regional 
urban centers by better understanding how commuter rail 
and transit improvements—coupled with economic devel-
opment incentives to support urban infill projects—can lead 
to successful TOD.

The study found that funneling future development into 
transit-connected Gateway Cities would reduce road conges-
tion and greenhouse gas emissions, increase housing, con-
serve open space, and improve quality of life in communities 
throughout the Commonwealth. At optimal TOD buildout, 
Gateway City TOD areas could house approximately 230,000 
jobs and 230,000 residents. Future development with mixed 
use concentrated around existing rail transit stations is esti-
mated to generate significantly less auto VMT, reduce energy 
demand for heating, and lower air emissions compared to 
status quo development trends.

Across the 13 Gateway Cities, optimal TOD within a half-
mile radius of train stations has the potential to reduce vehi-
cle commute trips by 16 percent and non-commute trips 
by 24 percent along with shorter average distances traveled. 
The result is a 40 percent drop in GHG emissions in TOD 
areas—a reduction of roughly 800,000 metric tons annually. 
Meanwhile, studies show the travel impacts of TOD account 
for about 60 percent of the total GHG reduction from 
compact development6 as the home energy benefits associ-
ated with households occupying smaller residential units in 
multi-family buildings with shared walls represent approxi-
mately 40 percent of TOD’s GHG impact. Estimating a total 
combined reduction of 1.3 million metric tons, optimal 
Gateway City TOD has the potential to offset $105 million 
in GHG emissions annually.

Applying TBL-CBA to TOD: a strong ROI
As shown in these two case studies, triple bottom line cost-
benefit analysis (TBL-CBA) is now capable of measuring and 
demonstrating the full range of economic sustainability ben-
efits of TOD, including climate change mitigation. Similar 
to how TOD plans regularly employ market studies and land 

use analysis, they should also consider how TOD can result 
in fiscal cost savings, travel and health gains, and environ-
mental benefits. Applying TBL-CBA to justify and optimize 
smarter TOD planning and implementation is a smart 
investment to make in advance of much larger investments 
in transportation infrastructure and private development.

Dan Hodge can be reached at (800) 440-1592 or dan.hodge@
autocase.com; Steph Larocque can be reached at (800) 440-1592 
or steph.larocque@autocase.com.  

_________________________________
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Invention Makes Us Richer, Smarter, Greener, Healthier, 
and Happier” (2011) and Richard Florida, “The New Urban 
Crisis” (2017).

4 “Building Better Budgets: A National Examination of the 
Fiscal Benefits of Smart Growth Development” by Smart 
Growth America (May 2013).

5 “The Promise and Potential of Transformative Transit-
Oriented Development in Gateway Cities,” https://massinc.
org/research/the-promise-and-potential-of-transformative-
transit-oriented-development-in-gateway-cities/

6 Edward Glaeser and Matthew Kahn. “The greenness of cit-
ies: carbon dioxide emissions and urban development.” Jour-
nal of Urban Economics 67.3 (2010): 404-418.  
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dvancing sustainability as 
part of public works projects 
within rural communities is 
challenging. Indiana Bor-
ough is a small town located 
fifty miles east of Pittsburgh 

with a population of 13,690 according 
to the U.S. Census Bureau. The Bor-
ough is the center of a large state-run 
university, community college, techni-
cal school, and historic downtown. The 
economic pillars that historically made 
Indiana Borough prosperous were 
based on conventional energy indus-
tries, steel production, and the various 
auxiliary businesses that maintained 
those industries. However, current 
environmental, societal, and economic 
trends are forcing rapid change upon 
the town. In 2017, two one-hundred-
year flooding events took place within 
a month and 2018 saw record-breaking 
precipitation. Maintaining the consis-
tency that small-town living provides 

is difficult when rural communities 
are being confronted by urbanization 
and environmental change. In these 
situations, the multitude of changes 
are self-evident whereas the solutions 
are not.

Within this context, public planners 
and public works departments are 
implementing capital improvement 
projects that will replace vital infra-
structure and lay the foundation for 
a sustainable future. Many of these 
projects are focused on attracting 
young people to live in the area while 
maintaining the services that are 
expected from government. Com-
mon challenges are related to funding 
these projects and building public 
support among diverse groups of 
citizens. Solving problems associated 
with extreme weather or developing 
strategies to mitigate population loss 
are often the most difficult programs 

to enact. Once policy decisions are 
made by elected officials, the public 
works departments can get the work 
done but it is reaching that agreement 
on policy that constantly holds up 
any action. It is charting the course of 
government action that provides vital 
public services while building sustain-
ability and resilience where planners 
often get stuck. In order to avoid these 
pitfalls, towns require a clear vision 
of the future and a commitment to 
action that reaches decades into the 
future. Adopting sustainability-focused 
policies will start solving the popula-
tion and environmental challenges by 
encouraging young people to live in 
rural areas while ensuring that infra-
structure meets future needs.

It is important for professional plan-
ners to raise public awareness and work 
with residents to form a vision of the 
future that the public will support. 

Sustainable rural Pennsylvania
Nicholas Zimny-Shea, Planning/Zoning Official, Borough of Indiana, Pennsylvania

A

Indiana Borough Public Works Department
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These planning efforts require money, 
but the initial cost to gain support for 
capital improvement projects pro-
actively pales in comparison to the 
amount of money that infrastructure 
projects cost after a system fails. Places 
like Indiana Borough demonstrate 
how publicly-supported sustainable 
initiatives build resilience to environ-
mental and economic shocks, while 
revitalizing infrastructure. Through 
public engagement, successful pub-
lic works projects lead to preventive 
maintenance and successful delivery of 
infrastructure.

Part of adapting to change, building 
resilience, improving sustainability, 
and meeting public expectations 
requires understanding the systems 
which set small towns apart from many 
metropolitan areas. The characteris-
tics that residents of Indiana Borough 
consistently identify as being valuable 
are the neighborhood public schools, 
the historic downtown, the ability to 
live an active lifestyle, and the town’s 
ability to adapt to changing economic 
forces. The current disruptions relate 
to a rapidly urbanizing population 
coinciding with dramatic increases in 
extreme weather. The residents needed 
to support vital government-funded 
infrastructure improvement programs 
are moving to urban areas. This leaves 
small towns without the requisite tax 
base. The trend toward urbanization 
has tested rural resilience at a time 
when increasing precipitation has led 
to chronic flooding. Past methods of 
maintaining infrastructure seem inade-
quate. The public works employees that 
keep the systems running are holding 
out for a break in the weather while the 
administrative offices are looking at 
how to pay for the next critical repair. 
The very tools that maintained and 
sustained the Borough for more than 
two hundred years cannot control the 
amount of precipitation that we receive 
regularly, the number of extremely hot 
days that have caused local schools to 
cancel classes, or the draw that cities 
have on the youth.

From a historic perspective, meeting 
the needs of the public has always 
been difficult. When steel and then 

coal collapsed—through recessions, 
wars and a depression—this town has 
endured, demonstrating resilience. It 
now stands on a similar edge as those 
past disruptions, where the built 
environment must be fixed in order to 
survive. While history demonstrates 
Indiana Borough’s resilience, many 
of the challenges facing the town are 
different than they were in the past. 
Finding guidelines for navigating 
through difficult policy choices should 
be a national effort. Gray areas between 
fixing what is broken, improving what 
is necessary and paying for those 
projects is where small towns find 
themselves. It is not a good place to be, 
one where the population has moved 
to cities, where the dollars are shifting 
away from the old energy and power 
without concern for those left behind 
and where environmental change is 
relentless. The flooding events of 2017 
in Indiana Borough, the need to cancel 
public schools because of overheating, 
and the consistent march of residents 
to cities are realities that require action. 
They require public support and 
evidence-based actions. These events 
are becoming common and are testing 
the community’s resilience again.

Planners recognize that rural com-
munities will continue to cope with 
decreasing populations and extreme 
weather simultaneously. Decreas-
ing budgets and chronic flooding are 
problems that threaten to overwhelm 
small municipalities in Pennsylvania 
and elsewhere. Competent policies 
built on green infrastructure can miti-
gate population and environmental 
changes by encouraging recreation and 
decreasing the amount of flow entering 
into conventional stormwater manage-
ment systems. Public works projects are 
required or else the built environment 
will become flooded, the schools will 
overheat, infrastructure will continue 

to degrade, and the budgets will be 
too small to adapt. In these ways, rural 
public works departments are at the 
center of building solutions while bal-
ancing economics, politics and safety.

For communities that value having 
the same character as they have in the 
past, rapid change is unsettling. Public 
employees can reassure the public by 
calming fears of change and chart-
ing a pathway forward that is able to 
incorporate more sustainability into 
vital services. The challenges posed to 
rural communities can be addressed by 
using what we have, basing actions on 
evidence and taking control over how 
our character changes.

In place of the ghastly imaginations of 
a future where nothing is done or the 
mirages of a future that has reverted to 
the past, Indiana Borough is dedicated 
to helping lead building a sustainable 
future for rural Pennsylvania. The goal 
of many of the projects, whether it is 
a multi-modal bike path, receiving a 
sustainability certification, rebuild-
ing stormwater management systems, 
rebuilding sanitary sewer systems, or 
greening infrastructure is to encour-
age people to live in the Borough. By 
adopting the sustainable, resilient and 
localized economies that some younger 
generations are looking for, Indiana 
will help lead the way through uncer-
tainty. In order to revitalize rural areas, 
governments must continue providing 
reliable and safe municipal services in 
the face of a changing population and 
environment. Building a sustainable 
community within a rural area of the 
country that was founded on finite 
resource development is not only pos-
sible, but necessary.

Nicholas Zimny-Shea can be reached at 
(724) 463-4194 or nzimnyshea@indiana-
boro.com.  

Building a sustainable community within a 
rural area of the country that was founded 
on finite resource development is not only 

possible, but necessary.
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s communities grapple with the effects of climate 
change, local governments have emerged as leaders 
in establishing sustainable practices that reduce 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and implement 
adoption strategies to build community resilience.

In 2017 the City of Eugene, Oregon Budget Committee, 
comprised of City Council members and community vol-
unteers, directed staff to move forward with the following 
changes to our Capital Improvement Program (CIP):

1. Create GHG estimates and reduction metrics for CIP 
projects;

2. Track projects that help meet our Climate Recovery 
Ordinance goals; and

3. Prioritize projects that help us meet our Climate Recov-
ery Ordinance Goals.

This direction was the next step in moving the City forward 
to meet its aggressive Climate Recovery Ordinance goals to 
reduce community fossil fuel consumption 50% by 2030, 
reduce community GHGs by 7.6% annually, and establish 
carbon-neutral City facilities by 2020.

The City has a long history of implementing sustainable 
practices that reduce GHGs as part of capital projects. 
However, incorporating GHG estimates for construction and 
operations of building and infrastructure projects and iden-
tifying and prioritizing projects that align with the City’s 
Climate Recovery Ordinance as part of the CIP development 
process represented a significant challenge.

Incorporating climate change goals 
and emissions tracking into your CIP
Matt Rodrigues, P.E., ENV SP, City Engineer, Public Works Engineering, City of Eugene, Oregon, and Chair, 
APWA Center for Sustainability

A
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Development Process
The City’s CIP forecasts capital project needs over a six-year 
period and is updated every two years. While adoption of 
the next update to the CIP was not scheduled until March 
2019, the process to develop it would begin in early 2018 
leaving little time to assemble a strategy and process for 
incorporation of the new requirements.

Finance staff responsible for coordinating the CIP process set 
to work establishing an advisory group consisting of budget 
and capital program area leadership and staff skilled in GHG 
calculations and experienced with internal climate action 
planning efforts.

The advisory group identified the process and tools that 
would be used to calculate greenhouse gas emissions and 
set the framework for identifying and selecting projects that 
would help meet Climate Recovery Ordinance goals.

After the general framework was complete a CIP develop-
ment coordination meeting was held with staff leads respon-
sible for each capital program area: Airport, Facilities, Parks 
and Open Space, Stormwater, Transportation and Wastewa-
ter. At the training an overview of the prioritization frame-
work was presented and examples of GHG calculations were 
reviewed. While facility projects had long integrated energy 
efficiency modeling calculating energy use, which could 
easily be converted to equivalent GHG emissions, estimat-
ing emissions from building and infrastructure construction 
materials was a relatively new concept for most staff.

A spreadsheet-based tool created by local Eugene sustain-
ability consulting firm Good Company was used for calculat-
ing construction-related emissions. The tool was designed 
to include emissions factors for common infrastructure and 

building construction materials including a menu of options 
for concrete, asphalt, steel, wood, electrical equipment and 
plastics as well as construction equipment fuel usage.

While staff generally expressed enthusiasm for the inten-
tion of the work, there was concern about the complex-
ity of calculations and the amount of work required to 
produce GHG estimates. In addition, some projects and 
program areas were challenging to estimate as the scope of 
the projects was not detailed enough to identify specific 
design choices that would influence GHG emissions from 
construction and operations.

To support staff developing each capital program area a 
technical liaison was assigned to assist with GHG calcula-
tions and provide consistency. To account for the high-lev-
el scope of projects and programs in the CIP, estimates of 
GHG emissions per a dollar of project cost were developed 
for common project types such as pavement rehabilita-
tion and reconstruction, shared-use paths, water quality 
facilities, stormwater and wastewater pipe repairs and parks 
projects. These GHG emissions per a dollar of estimated 
project cost were calculated using historic unit costs and 
material quantities from similar past projects.

GHG emissions per a dollar of 
estimated project cost were 
calculated using historic unit 

costs and material quantities from 
similar past projects.
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Projects were then mapped to applicable plans and policies 
including those that were expected to contribute to meeting 
Climate Recovery Ordinance goals and prioritized. Where 
feasible GHG estimates for construction and operations were 
calculated and tracked by project and program area. Addition-
ally, narratives were developed for each capital program area 
providing an overview of the program and highlighting the 
current efforts and future opportunities to reduce emissions.

The Draft CIP was presented to the Budget Committee in 
February 2019 and adopted by City Council in March 2019. 
Budget Committee and City Council members were very 
supportive of staff’s work to formally incorporate Climate 
Recovery Ordinance goals and greenhouse gas estimates 
into the CIP and encouraged continued further refinement 
of processes and development of decision-making tools to 
help reach our Climate Recovery Ordinance goals.

Lessons Learned
Pay attention to greenhouse gas-intensive construction 
materials. The voters of Eugene have generously passed 
three five-year street paving bonds with the latest pass-
ing in 2017 and funding construction projects in 2018 
through 2023. These street paving bonds have helped 
the City reduce our street maintenance backlog by over 
$200 million. In addition, these investments drastically 
reduce the number of streets requiring reconstruction 
by rehabilitating the pavement before complete failure 
occurs reducing costs and GHGs from materials. Addition-
ally, the street paving projects provide opportunities for 
implementation of Vision Zero transportation safety and 
complete streets improvements.

However, due to the GHG intensiveness of asphalt and 
concrete, street paving was responsible for the majority of 
GHGs in the CIP. To help mitigate paving GHGs, Eugene 
has established standards for reduction of emissions 
through use of the warm-mix asphalt process and high 
recycled content (≥30%) in asphalt and use of substitute 
cementitious materials, such as slag cement and fly ash, in 
place of Portland Cement in concrete.

GHGs from construction are typically smaller than 
GHGs from long-term operations. It is common knowl-
edge that GHGs to construct buildings are typically 
dwarfed by operational emissions from electricity and 
natural gas usage over the life of a facility. Similarly, GHG 
investments to maintain streets and paths and build new 
active transportation infrastructure are likely very small 
compared to the emissions for the transportation sector 
as a whole in your community. Eugene’s annual average 
GHGs from transportation infrastructure construction 
were approximately 1,800 metric tons of carbon dioxide 
(does not include emissions from state highway infra-
structure) while in 2017 community transportation sector 
GHGs (vehicle fuel use) were estimated at over 532,000 
metric tons of carbon dioxide.

Develop more consistent and transparent metrics for 
project selection. While each of Eugene’s capital pro-
gram areas have a framework for decision making and 
prioritizing projects in the CIP, more work is needed to 
develop consistency across program areas and provide for 
improved transparency.

Tracking, analysis and decision-making tools will 
continue to evolve. Currently, tools allow for estimation 
of GHGs from common construction materials and energy 
and fuel use. More complicated tools, such as the Oregon 
Department of Transportation’s VisionEval Model, can 
analyze the impact of transportation outcomes, such as 
tripling the number of trips by bike. However, even com-
plicated models are not yet able to estimate how projects 
individually or as a whole influence community transpor-
tation choices to reach this goal.

Over time, greenhouse gas analysis and estimating tools 
will continue to evolve, giving agencies more certainty 
as to how projects and programs affect outcomes and the 
choices people make each day.

In conclusion
The process to incorporate climate recovery goals and GHG 
tracking in Eugene’s CIP required a significant investment 
in process development, training and staff time. While 
achievable, it was a challenge for staff, who like most agen-
cies, are tasked with meeting numerous competing com-
munity priorities with limited resources.

In addition to delivering a CIP that meets City Council, 
Budget Committee and community expectations, the most 
beneficial outcomes of the process were greatly expand-
ing organizational knowledge of tools and methods for 
estimating greenhouse gas emissions for CIP projects and 
developing a shared understanding of how our project and 
material choices influence progress toward our climate 
recovery goals.

Matt Rodrigues can be reached at (541) 682-5243 or 
MRodrigues@eugene-or.gov.  

We developed a shared 
understanding of how our project 

and material choices influence 
progress toward our climate 

recovery goals.
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2019
  May 7-9 Certification Exam Dates (CSM, CPII, CPFP, CPWP-S, CPWP-M)  

  May 14-16 Certification Exam Dates (CSM, CPII, CPFP, CPWP-S, CPWP-M) 

   May 16 Talking Top Tech: Smart Cities Edition

  May 19-22 2019 North American Snow Conference, Salt Lake City, UT

 
CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

 May 23 Small Cell: A Municipal Perspective

   June 20 Talking Top Tech: Cybersecurity Edition

 
CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

 June 27 Asset Management Past, Present, and Future – What’s Next?

   August 1 Talking Top Tech: Asset Management Technologies Edition

 
CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

 August 15 Suspicious Activity Reporting (SAR): The Importance of “If You See Something,  
     Say Something” in Public Works

 September 8–11 2019 PWX, Seattle, WA

For more information about these programs or to register online, visit www.apwa.net/Events.  
Program information will be updated as it becomes available. 

Questions? Call the Professional Development Department at 1-800-848-APWA.

EDUCATION CALENDAR

APWA members may access past Click, Listen & Learn programs from the Members’ Library at no cost. Programs can be 
streamed to your computer via the link found in the library.

If you have expertise that you would like to share, please use the online Call for Presentations form to describe your expertise 
and perspective on the topic. www.apwa.net/callforpresentations/

= Click, Listen & Learn program (Free to Members)
CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

= Live Conference (Paid Registration)

= Certification Exam

= Web-based training= Talking Top Tech



FLAT-RATE 
PRICING:

$325 Member
$425 Non-Member

·  1.2+ million page views per year

·  Nearly 2,500 jobs posted per year

·  4,000 searchable résumés

·  Each job listing included once  
in weekly association e-newsletter 

 (70K distribution) 

Why WorkZone?

Make the switch to the APWA WorkZone job board  
for an easier hiring and job search experience!
· Intuitive, easy-to-navigate design
· Advanced search options
· Custom job alerts
· Enhanced upgrades to help employers stand  

out from the crowd
· More tools to help job seekers find the  

perfect employment opportunity

The premier public works job board
APWA WORKZONE:

Get started today at

workzone.apwa.net!
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MARKETPLACE

Products in the News

STRIPE-OFF™ makes cleanup of striping paint 
overspray a breeze
STRIPE-OFF™ makes cleanup of striping paint overspray a 
breeze. Just apply STRIPE-OFF™ before you begin striping 
and it will prevent quick-drying, water or solvent-borne 
thermoplastic and epoxy-based paints from bonding to your 
striping machines, gun packs, tires, and stencils. Now all you 
have to do is simply flush or wipe off any striping paint over-
spray accumulations. It’s that easy! For more information, 
call RHOMAR Industries, Inc. at 1-800-688-6221.

Graffiti 
protection and 
more – for the 
signs, that is
With Avery Den-
nison, there’s no 
misdirection. You 
get more than 
what you see with 
the Avery Dennison TrafficJet™ Print System. Sure, the 
anti-graffiti overlay film—which makes graffiti cleanable 
with a simple wipe—is included standard, but so is a 15-year 
warranty on T-11500 OmniCube™ prismatic sheeting, a 
12-year warranty on T-6500 High-Intensity prismatic sheet-

ing, and a 10-year warranty on custom colors for both. To 
learn more, go to Reflectives.AveryDennison.com.

Stop, Drop and Load with Advance Metalworking’s 
16,000-pound-capacity Lo Riser Inclining Platform 
Trailer
The Lo Riser trailer hydraulically lowers the platform to 
ground height with the flip of a switch. The built-in ramp 
then allows smooth, drive-on access without any crown 
point to fight for quickly loading or unloading cargo or 
equipment. The simple operation, unique flexibility and 
enhanced safety easily allow one person to load and trans-
port cargo. For added versatility, the four-position ball hitch 
allows the Lo Riser to adjust to various vehicle heights. 
Other features include a 4-degree minimum angle on the 
built-in ramp, a 19,725-pound GVWR and a four-to-one 
payload-to-trailer weight ratio. For more information, call 
800-369-5365 or visit www.advancemetalworking.com.

Optimize your 
waste collection 
processes
Nordsense is redefining waste collection using artificial 
intelligence (AI), machine learning and Internet of Things 
(IoT) technology. By monitoring container levels in real 
time, applying advanced data analytics, and delivering turn-
by-turn navigation for service crews, waste collection can 
now be optimized at scale. The result is a positive environ-
mental impact from a reduction in the number of vehicles 
on the road and their fuel consumption, as well as the 
benefit of preventing unattractive and unhealthful overflow-
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ing bins. Nordsense customers typically save more than 50 
percent on waste collection per year. Visit us at nordsense.
com or you can send e-mail to Manuel Maestrini at mm@
nordsense.com.

Winter Equipment 
introduces PlowGuard 
MAXX plow blade 
guards
Winter PlowGuard MAXX 
guards are designed to 
increase the life of the municipal plow blade, while pro-
moting even wear from end to end. Manufactured of solid-
cast, proprietary, high-strength steel material with a carbide 
matrix weld fill, PlowGuard MAXX guards are available in 
three configurations, each in two sizes, 6-inch and 8-inch. 
The straight configuration can be bolted anywhere on the 
plow blade that has a high wear pattern. The PlowGuard 
MAXX CurbCast guards are offered in right and left configu-
rations to protect the ends of the blade. Configurations can 
be mixed and matched. For more information, visit www.
winterequipment.com or call 800.294.6837.

Low Impact Development with TreeDiaper®

Urban forestry and green infrastructure are key components 
for Low Impact Development. But the urban environment 
can be harsh for plant life, including native plants. TreeDia-
per® is the ideal solution, reducing stormwater runoff, retain-
ing and reusing stormwater for trees and plants, stabilizing 
soil moisture to prevent damages from flooding and droughts, 
and protecting against other harsh growing conditions that 
are typical in cities. The most common causes of death for 
newly-planted urban trees are over-watering and under-
watering, but drip and manual irrigation are time-consuming 
and cost inefficient. TreeDiaper® is different from manual 
watering techniques; it retains natural rainfall and releases 
it slowly over time, cutting back on maintenance costs and 
wasting less water. Save plants, save water, save labor, and save 
the planet. Learn more at www.TreeDiaper.com.

Monroe Truck Equipment unveils Snowfighter Max
Monroe Truck Equipment, Inc., unveiled an innovative 
new product at the 2019 NTEA show in Indianapolis. The 
Snowfighter Max, geared for the snow and ice control 
industry, was featured on the newly released 2019 Chevrolet 
Silverado 5500MD chassis. The Snowfighter is a powerful 
snow and ice multi-functional system available for the class 
5-6 chassis. Benefits include lower working height, better 
turning radius, lower fuel costs, lower maintenance and no 
CDL requirement. It features the stainless-steel MTE Zee 
Dump, Boss Heavy Duty V-DXT Snowplow, Monroe Mid-
Mount Mini Paraglide Wing and the new Monroe MDV 
V-box Spreader. For more information, visit www.monroe-
truck.com. 

NewTek Sensor 
Solutions adds 
4-20mA output 
capability to its 
free-core and 
spring-loaded 
LVDT product 
lines
NewTek Sensor 
Solutions expanded 
the capabilities of 
its DC LVDT technology with 4-20mA output capabilities 
to meet the needs of industrial monitoring and feedback 
applications. In addition to offering 4-20 mA versions of its 
free-core and spring-loaded LVDTs, the company custom-
izes 4-20mA position sensors to customer specifications. The 
4-20 mA loop-powered LVDTs are ideal for use in liquid 
level gaging, robotic automation and industrial automation 
controls. The 4-20mA output signal provided by the sensors 
integrates with a variety of PLCs, digital indicators, comput-
er-based data processors, and QC data collection systems. It 
also allows for long transmissions and greater noise immu-
nity, ideal for subsea applications requiring long cable runs. 
For more information, visit www.newteksensors.com.  
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

www.SafeSidewalks.com

Sidewalk Conditions Assessments

Safest sidewalks, best technology. 

and it’s a�liates
Trip Hazard Repair

For nearly 40 years Clearspan FabriC 
struCtures has been covering sand and salt 
with structural solutions that protect and provide 
easy access. 

Visit www.Clearspan.Com  
or call  1 . 8 6 6 . 6 4 3 . 1 0 1 0  

KEEP YOUR SAND AND SALT COVERED WITH A

CLEARSPAN STRUCTURE

   4 Degree
Load Angle

Call 800-369-5365 for Information!
www.advancemetalworking.com

Inclining Platform Trailers - Stop, Drop and Load
®

®

Manufactured by:
The Advance Metalworking Company, Inc.

Load faster and more efficiently with a Lo Riser Inclining Platform Trailer. A flip of a switch 
hydraulically lowers the deck to ground height providing smooth, drive-on access. The 4° load 
angle then allows equipment with as little as a 1/2 inch ground clearance to easily drive up the 
built-in ramp. But there's more... 

*shown with optional paint color

• Models with GVWR of 8,500, 13,500, 15,500, 17,650 & 19,725 lbs 
• 4 to 1 Payload to Weight Ratio
• High Strength Steel Construction

Stop, Drop and Load®

BONDADE®

Call: 800-321-7870
Email: info@transpo.com

Trial Offer
transpo.com/bondade

POT HOLE PROBLEMS?

Improve Bond with
No Mess, No Smell

 

THE EASIEST 
WAY TO BUILD
VERSATILE • DURABLE • SECURE
PRECAST CONCRETE BUILDINGS

EASISETBUILDINGS.COM
866.252.8210

Easi-Set Buildings APWA db. sq. marketplace ad 2016.indd   112/4/2015   11:00:51 AM

SALES@USchlorides.com610- 298-1122

• Dust Control
• De-Icing
• Full depth Reclamation
• Water Treatment

• Dust Control
• De-Icing
• Full depth Reclamation
• Water Treatment

Revolutionary 
Ice-Breaking & 
Snow-Removal 

Systems 

Cost Saving 85:1

www.snowlionamerica.com

East Coast : 1-(207)-432-5056
West Coast: 1-(775)-303-0034

Your ad could 
be here

Call Fox 
Associates at  

(312) 644-3888
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1803 SW Jefferson St.
Lee’s Summit, MO 64063
www.billygoat.com

Grounds 
keeping made 
easy with 
best in class 
specialty turf 
equipment from 
Billy Goat!

www.radley.com

Automate Storeroom 
Functionality

Real-Time Inventory Visibility
Prioritize Worker Tasks
Automate Labor Tracking
Bar Code Scanning or RFID

cartegraph.com/APWA

•	Fast,	easy,	safe		
	 sign	post	pulling
•	Lightweight,		
	 powerful	all		
	 steel	construction
•	Increase	efficiency		
	 &	reduce	costs
•	Pulls	U	channel,		
	 square	&	round	posts

Construction Accessories, Inc.
937.429.9089  •  Sales@JackJaw.com

www.jackjaw.com
Dealer	Inquiries	Welcome

Post Pulling 
Made Easy!

CA Public Works 2.125x3 Ad_F.indd   1 3/15/12   5:36 PM

877.259.1528
LEGACYBUILDINGSOLUTIONS.COM

CUSTOM TENSION 
FABRIC BUILDINGS

Fully Customizable

Exclusive Fabric Options

Patented Attachment System

Fast-Track Construction

LEARN MORE AT BUYERSPRODUCTS.COMVIEW THE ENTIRE LINE AT BUYERSPRODUCTS.COM

6 FT. OR 8 FT. 
LENGTHS

STEEL, STAINLESS 
STEEL, OR POLY

OPTIONS:

TarpMaster® Series
for Municipal Trucks

RollRite.com
1-800-297-9905

TarpMaster® Series

Your ad could be here
Call Fox Associates at  

(312) 644-3888
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UPCOMING APWA EVENTS 
PWX

2019  Sept. 8–11   Seattle, WA

2020  Aug. 30-Sept. 2 New Orleans, LA

2021  Aug. 29-Sept. 1 St. Louis, MO

For more information, contact David Dancy at  
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to ddancy@apwa.net.

National Public Works Week: May 19 – 25, 2019
Always the third full week in May. For more information, 
contact David Dancy at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to  
ddancy@apwa.net.

North American Snow Conference
2019 May 19-22 Salt Lake City, UT

For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at  
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

WORLD OF PUBLIC WORKS CALENDAR

When you contact an advertiser regarding a product, please tell them you saw their ad 
in the APWA Reporter. Thanks! – The Editor

Legend: IFC = Inside Front Cover; IBC = Inside Back Cover; BC = Back Cover
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1900 Joseph Lloyd Parkway
Willoughby, Ohio 44094

Sales@WinterEquipment.com

We’ve been running Winter Razor XL 
for a year and it has lasted 6X longer
than carbide, cover, and guards.” 

West Virginia DOH, District Manager

“

Join Us at APWA
BOOTH #1127

Discover the Winter® Advantage — Invest in the Equipment that Lasts Year After Year
When harsh weather hits, the community looks to you to help them travel safely. That’s why Winter Equipment 
Company proudly offers innovative products specifically designed to keep plows on the road longer! 

CALL 800.294.6837 to bring on your Winter
or visit WinterEquipment.com/APWA2019
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